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EU and Iran agree on new payment
system to skirt sanctions
In a major snub to the United States, the
European Union (EU) has decided to
set up a new mechanism to enable legal
trade with Iran without encountering
U.S. sanctions.
The EU will create new payment channels
to preserve oil and other business deals with
Iran, Federica Mogherini, the bloc’s foreign

policy chief announced late on Monday, in
a bid to evade U.S. punitive measures.
Mogherini’s announcement came
after a meeting with foreign ministers
from Britain, France, Germany, Russia,
China, and Iran on the sidelines of the
United Nations General Assembly in
New York.
2

Tehran sues terroristembracing UK-based channel

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iran has
d
e
s
k filed a lawsuit against
the UK-based TV channel “Iran International” over the network’s support for
a terrorist group involved in a Saturday
attack on a military parade in Ahvaz.
“The Iranian embassy in London has
taken its official lawsuit to Ofcom to investigate the Iran International TV channel’s

illegal move to broadcast an interview with
the spokesman of the terrorist group,”
Iranian Ambassador to London Hamid
Baidinejad said in a Monday tweet.
Baidinejad added that the embassy has
separately requested the UK government
to identify members of the terrorist group,
ban their activity, and expel them from
the country.

Save the Children warns against
rising civilian casualties in Hudaydah

president.ir

Save the Children has voiced alarm over
a “dramatic” rise in civilian casualties
in Yemen’s Hudaydah since June, when
the House of Saud regime-led coalition
of invaders launched an offensive to seize
the lifeline port city.
“Between January and May this year,
there were an average of 44 civilian casualties every month in al-Hudaydah. The
subsequent three months (June-August)

Turkey is against dominance of U.S. dollar: ambassador

ARTICLE

From defeat in
Yemen to turmoil of
the Saudi court

O

ver the past few days, whispers were
heard about the “vague future” of
Bin Salman, the young Saudi prince,
in regional and international sources. The
fact is that Bin Salman is extremely afraid
of his political future, because there is no
guarantee that his physical or political
removal will not come true in the near
future.
The shooting incident in al-Khazami
region which led to the injury of the Saudi
Crown Prince, (the details of which haven’t
been yet disclosed) and his subsequent
absence, is a prelude to a serious political
earthquake in Riyadh. The differences and
arguments inside the Saudi royal family
and their numerous regional and political defeats will soon provide the ground
for the fall of the Saudi regime. The ruler
of the Saudi regime was wounded at the
al-Khazami Palace in a shooting event
in early May and, after this incident, he
disappeared for a long time.
Even now whispers are swirling over
his removal of his current status. A recent
report which was recently published by the
Times magazine, indicates the willingness
of the Saudi court to abandon Bin Salman.
In an article titled “Mohammad bin Salman
Days are numbered”, Michael Burleigh
argues that the Saudi controversial Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman has only
few days left in power.
Burleigh started his article saying:
“Hopes that the Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman would be a reformer who could heal the region have
come to nothing.”
In the article, the writer went to
highlight how western media had widely-reported the prince’s world tour last
March drawing a picture of him as the
Saudi strongman who is working for political and economic reforms. However,
several doubts have been raised as a result
of recent decisions taken by his father,
King Salman.
Meanwhile, the Crown Prince’s war on
Yemen and the huge amount of money
it is draining, in addition to the cold war
he launched against Qatar, show clear
signs of failure.
Burleigh then points to the existing
gaps among the Saudi royals over bin
Salman plans: 7

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By M.A. Saki

TEHRAN — Like certain other countries,
Turkey also believes that the world should get
rid of the dominance of U.S. dollar, Turkish
Ambassador to Tehran Riza Hakan Tekin says.
“Specifically, if we talk about dominance,
yes we agree,” Ambassador Tekin tells the
Tehran Times.
The top Turkish diplomat in Tehran, who
visited the premises of the Tehran Times and
Mehr news agency on Monday, also says “maybe
we should see it as an opportunity rather than
a threat” to “decrease dependence on the U.S.”
Following is the text of the interview:
Mr. Ambassador, it seems that Turkey
is shifting its focus from the East to the West,
seeking to develop economic and military ties
with Russia and China for example. Does it

seem that Ankara is seeking to create a kind
of balance in its relations with the West and
the East, especially in view of developments
surrounding Turkey?
A: There are lots of reports and talks in

the media not just recently but in the last few
years that Turkey is shifting away from the
West to the East, but we don’t believe that it
reflects the reality.
We always have had the balance in our
opinion. Turkey is member to major Western
organizations like NATO, the Council of Europe
and OSCE. It did not preclude that it should
not have close relationship with the other parts
of the world. We are also a Muslim country.
We are member to one of the most prominent
Islamic organization, the OIC. We may have
neglected our relationship with the Eastern
parts of our world in the last few decades.
But it has been now start of balance which
seems now better.
With Russia for instance, we decided to
get the S-400 (missile) systems. Some say
that this is sign of Turkey leaving NATO. No
it is not.
13

‘Ahvaz attack is example of U.S., Saudi, UAE efforts to bring violence inside Iran’
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By Payman Yazdani

TEHRAN — Geopolitical researcher
Anthony Cartalucci says the West, Saudi
Arabia and the UAE have admitted interest
in bringing armed violence to inside Iran,
citing the Saturday terrorist attack in Ahvaz
in southwest Iran which left 24 people dead
and many more injured as a clear example
of this interest.
Hours after the attack Saudi backed al-Ahvazi separatist terrorist group and ISIL claimed
responsibility for the terrorist attack.

To shed more light on the issue, an interview
was done with Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher Cartalucci.
Here is the full text of the interview with him:
Do you see any foreign elements behind
this attack?
A: Foreign elements can be implicated at least
as far as long-stated and open admissions by
Western policymakers regarding their interest
in fomenting armed violence in Iran. The 2009
Brookings Institution paper, “Which Path to
Persia? Options for a New American Strategy
Towards Iran,” had an entire chapter in it titled,
“Inspiring an Insurgency: Supporting Iranian

Minority And Opposition Groups.” The West
has - since the attack - repeatedly referred to
the terrorists who perpetrated it as a “minority”
and “opposition” group.
The U.S.-NATO-PGCC clearly are supporting armed terrorists in Syria, including
in a proxy war with Iranian-backed militias.
The West has admitted interest in bringing
armed violence to within Iranians borders,
with Ahvaz being a crystal clear example of
this interest materializing. Whether or not
foreign elements organized or planned the
specific act is another matter that will require
further investigation. 7

Sacred Defense
has promoted
national
unity: Culture
Minister
By Manijeh Rezapoor
Tehran Times/ Majid Haghdoust

Hanif Ghaffari
Political analyst

saw the figure jump to a monthly average
of 116 – an increase of 164 percent,” the
London-based NGO (non-governmental
organizations) reported.
The civilian casualties in Hudaydah
accounted for 51 percent of all civilian
casualties in Yemen between June and
August this year, it added, citing the Armed
Conflict Location and Event Data monitoring group. 1 3

TEHRAN – Minister of Culture and Islamic
Guidance Abbas Salehi has said that the
1980-1988 Iran-Iraq war, which is known as
the Sacred Defense in Iran, has led Iranians
to national unity and solidarity in various
periods over the past three decades.
He made the remarks during a ceremony
organized by the culture ministry on Tuesday
to commemorate the anniversary of the war.
“The Sacred Defense for the Iranian nation is like the Laylat al- Qadr (the grand
nights),” he said. 1 6

ARTICLE
Martin Love
Political analyst from
North Carolina

Can Trump extricate
himself from a
blind alley?

S

ome Iranians, at least a few of
the ones that I know and they
are not part of government, are
saying that Russia and Putin cannot
be trusted to stand by Syria and by
extension, Iran. They are despondent
over current conditions, and that is
entirely understandable. But I have
opined that Russia has too much to
lose, especially its credibility, if it does
not at least stand by the gains it has
made, along with Iran, to shore up
the legitimate Assad government in
Syria and its presence in the Middle
East. Russia seems to be preparing
to do just that by apparently handing
over to Syria the S300 missile defense
system sometime in October.
This comes on the heels of the Israeli
missile attack on western Syria. In that
attack, the Zionists shielded its F16
fighters behind an unarmed Russian
reconnaissance aircraft which was destroyed, along with 15 Russian lives,
by an S200 missile. It is worth noting
that a high-level military delegation
sent to Moscow to try to weasel out of
blame for the very callous move was
utterly dismissed after 20 minutes by
the Russians and sent packing back to
Israel. And, in addition, the Russians
resolved to create a better defensive
system in Syria with the S300 offer.
Israel has even apparently blamed
Iran (and Syria) for the destruction of
the Russian aircraft. It beggars belief,
but the Zionists are so arrogant that
it’s nothing new.
Early this week a U.S. group
calling itself “The National Coalition to to Prevent an Iranian Nuclear
Weapon” released a statement that
even while (falsely) it acknowledges
the criticisms of Iran’s overall “behavior”, it also pushes Trump and
his Neocon cabal to rethink their
strategy. Why? Because the coalition
fears Trump and handlers risk war
with Iran.
Part of the statement reads:
“Applying unilateral sanctions and
pressure without viable diplomatic
options… could lead to a more dangerous, destructive and enduring
regional conflict with Iran.”
7
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P O L I T I C S
MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
What Americans
think if we say
9/11 engineered
by U.S.: Rouhani
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — President Hassan Rouhani
d
e
s
k on Tuesday strongly criticized U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley’s remark on the
terrorist attack in Ahvaz.
“A U.S. official has recently said terrible things about
Ahvaz terrorist attack and held Iranian gov. responsible
for that attack! What would Americans think if we were to
say such a thing about the 9/11 terrorist attacks?” Rouhani
wrote on Twitter.
In a Sunday interview with CNN, Haley suggested that
Iran is the reason behind the terrorist attack on a military
parade in southwestern city of Ahvaz, which killed 24 people
and injured 60 others, including children.

IRGC: Enemies
strategically
mistaken about
Iranian nation
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The Islamic Revolution
d
e
s
k Guard Corps (IRGC) said on Tuesday that
Iran’s enemies have made a strategic mistake with regard
to the Iranian nation, which has unified the nation against
foreign threats.
In a statement, the IRGC also said the defensive power
of the Iranian armed forces and defenders of the Islamic
Revolution dissuade the enemies from raising hard threats
and starting a war against Iran, ISNA reported.
“While three decades have passed since the imposed war
(1980-88 Iran-Iraq war) against the Islamic Revolution and
the Iranian nation, the flag of resistance is still flying high,”
the statement read.

22 arrested over
Ahvaz terror
act: Intelligence
Ministry
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The Intelligence Ministry
d
e
s
k released a report late on Monday announcing that 22 people have been arrested in connection with
Saturday’s terrorist attack on a military parade in Ahvaz,
capital of the southwestern province of Khuzestan.
The ministry said “weapons, exclusive material and
communication equipment were seized” from the people
involved in the attack.
On Saturday morning, four gunmen attacked the military
parade held to mark the launch of war against Iran on Sept. 22
by former Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein. The gunmen targeted
servicemen and civilians who had come to watch the parade.
In the attack 24 people, including a four-year-old child,
was killed and 69 others injured.

Iran can join
UNTOC with
reservation
right: Larijani
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Majlis Speaker Ali Larijani
d
e
s
k said on Tuesday that Iran can join the
United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime (UNTOC) using a reservation under the 1969 Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT).
“In this way if a country does not accept our conditions,
it can stop its cooperation with us in that certain matter,”
Larijani said, IRIB news reported.
He also said two parliamentary bills on Iran’s accession
to the UNTOC, also known as Palermo Convention, and
amending anti-money laundering law have been submitted
to the Expediency Council after the Guardian Council voiced
concerns about the bills.

Fars unveils page
on U.S. economic
war against Iran
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — In a ceremony on Tuesday
d
e
s
k attended by Mohsen Rezaee, secretary
of the Expediency Council, Fars news agency unveiled
a new page on its website to address the U.S. economic
war against Iran.
The ceremony coincided with the Holy Defense week, which
marks the anniversary of the start of the bloody, 8-year-long
war on Iran, initiated by Iraq but supported by the U.S. and
other Western powers.
According to Fars, the page will publish special news,
information and reports about sanctions, the U.S. government’s moves to exploit Iran’s economic issues and ways
to counter the enemy’s economic war.

Maximum pressure
on Iran risks
regional escalation:
Germany
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The United States’ strategy
d
e
s
k of applying maximum pressure on Iran will
not work alone and carries the risk of a regional escalation,
German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas said.
“If fronts harden, nothing will get better or easier, but
much more dangerous and difficult,” Maas said following
a meeting with Britain, China, France, Germany, Russia
and Iran in New York on Monday to discuss Iran’s nuclear
deal,” Reuters reported.
The remaining parties to the Iran nuclear deal on Monday agreed to keep working to maintain trade with Tehran
as U.S. sanctions on Iran’s oil sales resume in November.
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Rouhani meets senior officials at UN

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iranian
d
e
s
k President Hassan Rouhani held separate meetings with various
top officials on Monday on the sidelines of the
UN General Assembly meeting in New York.
In a meeting with Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, Rouhani said Iran welcomes
Turkey’s investment.
Erdogan also called for closer cooperation
with Iran and said Turkey will stand beside
Iran to help the country counter U.S. sanctions.
‘Iran strongly supports its friends’
In a meeting with Bolivian President Evo
Morales, Rouhani said that Iran stands beside
its friendly countries and supports them and
called for expansion of relations with Bolivia.
Elsewhere, Rouhani said that the international community should stand against
the U.S. unilateralism.
For his part, Morales criticized the U.S. for
interfering in independent countries’ affairs.
In a meeting with Cuban President Miguel
Diaz-Canel, Rouhani said that Tehran seeks
expansion of relations with Havana.
“The two countries should use capacities
to expand relations,” he said.

IMF chief Christine Lagarde (L) meets with President Rouhani in NY
Rouhani also said that both the Iranian and
Cuban people have the “spirit of resistance”
which shows that the two nations have the
same causes.
Diaz-Canel said that expansion of economic ties with Iran is a priority of Cuba.

President Diaz-Canel also said his country
attaches great importance to countering the
U.S. unilateralism.
Rouhani says Iran seeks greater
interaction with IMF
In a meeting with Managing Director of

the International Monetary Fund Christine
Lagarde, Rouhani said that Iran seeks to expand ties with the organization.
He said that the U.S. act in re-imposing
sanctions on Iran is “illegal” and urged the
IMF to support Tehran.
Lagarde said the IMF will continue cooperation with Iran.
‘Iran wants better future for Afghanistan’
During a meeting with Afghan Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah, Rouhani said
that Iran wants better and safer future for
Afghanistan.
“Security of the regional countries, especially Iran and Afghanistan’s, are intertwined
and the foreigners’ presence in the region is
harmful to us,” he said.
Elsewhere, Rouhani highlighted the importance of fighting drug trafficking, because
it is a source of financial help to terrorists.
Abdullah, for his part, called for expanding
ties with Iran.
Rouhani also held a separate meeting
with President of the International Olympic
Committee Thomas Bach.

Iran, EU issue joint statement on preserving nuclear deal

P O L I T I C S In their first joint statement since the U.S.
d
e
s
k pulled out of the international nuclear
agreement, officially called the JCPOA, the European Union
and Iran issued a joint statement on Monday underlining
the need to preserve the agreement and guarantee Iran’s
economic interests.
The statement, issued at the UN headquarters in New
York, was read by EU chief diplomat Federica Mogherini
and Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif.
The full text of the joint statement posted on the IRNA
website is as follows:
1. A Ministerial meeting of the E3/EU+2 (China, France,
Germany, the Russian Federation and the United Kingdom,
with the High Representative of the European Union for
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy) and the Islamic Republic
of Iran, the participants of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action, was held on 24 September 2018 in New York. The
participants considered ways forward to ensure the full and
effective implementation of the JCPOA in all its aspects. They
also took stock of the process of finding and operationalizing
practical solutions for issues arising from the unilateral
withdrawal of the United States from the agreement and
the re-imposition of sanctions lifted under the JCPOA and
its Annex II, which they deeply regret.
2. The meeting was chaired by the EU High Representative Federica Mogherini and was attended by the E3+2 and
Iran at the level of foreign ministers.
3. The JCPOA participants reconfirmed their commitment
to its full and effective implementation in good faith and in
a constructive atmosphere. They recalled that the JCPOA is

a key element of the global non-proliferation architecture
and a significant achievement of multilateral diplomacy
endorsed unanimously by the UN Security Council through
Resolution 2231.
4. The participants recognised that Iran has continued
to fully and effectively implement its nuclear-related commitments, as confirmed by twelve consecutive reports by
the International Atomic Energy Agency, and reiterated
the need to continue to do so. Participants will continue to
support the modernization of the Arak research reactor as
part of the JCPOA and the conversion of the Fordow facility
in a nuclear, physics and technology centre. Participants
also reaffirmed their support for projects in the area of civil
nuclear co-operation on the basis of Annex III of the JCPOA.
5. The participants recognized that, alongside implementation by Iran of its nuclear-related commitments, the lifting
of sanctions, including the economic dividends arising from
it, constitutes an essential part of the JCPOA.
6. Participants underlined their determination to protect
the freedom of their economic operators to pursue legitimate
business with Iran, in full accordance with UN Security
Council resolution 2231.
7. The participants equally highlighted the extensive
work and substantial progress undertaken to-date, the intensi?cation of technical dialogues, efforts to maintain and
improve bilateral economic relations, and the mobilisation of
considerable resources by all, including with third countries
interested in supporting the JCPOA and in pursuing, in a
timely and effective manner, the normalisation of trade and
economic relations with Iran.

8. In this context, the participants welcomed the fact that
updates to the EU’s “Blocking Statute” and the European
Investment Bank’s external lending mandate to make Iran
eligible entered into force on 7 August.
9. The participants re-affirmed their continued commitment to the objectives mentioned in the statement of the
Ministerial session of the Joint Commission of the JCPOA
on 6 July 2018, in particular to pursue concrete and effective
measures to secure payment channels with Iran, and the
continuation of Iran’s export of oil and gas condensate,
petroleum products and petrochemicals.
10. Mindful of the urgency and the need for tangible
results, the participants welcomed practical proposals to
maintain and develop payment channels notably the initiative to establish a Special Purpose Vehicle to facilitate
payments related to Iran’s exports (including oil) and imports, which will assist and reassure economic operators
pursuing legitimate business with Iran. The participants
reaffirmed their strong will to support further work aimed
at the operationalization of such a Special Purpose Vehicle
as well as continued engagement with regional and international partners.
11. The participants stressed their determination to support practical solutions concerning the above and agreed to
keep progress under close review and to convene the Joint
Commission, including at Ministerial level, as appropriate
in order to advance common efforts.
12. The participants recalled that these initiatives are
aimed at preserving the JCPOA which is in the international interest.

Rouhani at the UN: Unlawful sanctions equal ‘economic terrorism’

President Hassan Rouhani told the
gathering of world leaders at the United
Nations in New York on Tuesday that
the United States’ unlawful unilateral
sanctions against Iran are an example
of “economic terrorism”.
“Unlawful unilateral sanctions in
themselves constitute a form of economic terrorism and a breach of the ‘Right to
Development,’” Rouhani told the world’s
highest-level annual gathering.
Following is the text of his speech:
In the name of God, the Merciful, the
Compassionate
“Praise be to God, the Lord of the universe and Peace and Blessings be upon
the Messenger of God and his Family and
Companions”
Madam President,
I take this opportunity to felicitate your
election to the presidency of the 73rd Session
of the United Nations General Assembly.
We have assembled here today as the
world is suffering from the recklessness and
disregard of some states for international
values and institutions. The message of our
presence here is that the preservation of
interests and security in the world in the least
costly manner is solely possible through the
cooperation of, and coordination among,
countries. However, it is unfortunate that we
are witnessing rulers in the world who think
they can secure their interests better—or
at least in the short-term ride public sentiments and gain popular support—through
the fomenting of extremist nationalism and
racism, and though xenophobic tendencies
resembling a Nazi disposition, as well as
through the trampling of global rules and
undermining international institutions; even
through preposterous and abnormal acts
such as convening a high-level meeting of
the Security Council.
This illusion should be cast away, once
and for all, that one can aspire to securing

Confronting multilateralism is not a sign
of strength; rather it is a symptom of
the weakness of intellect—it betrays an
inability in understanding a complex and
interconnected world.
more peace and security at the cost of denying
others’ peace and security. We should not
allow the breathing space for and growth
of the line of thinking that holds others to
ransom through the artificial creation of
insecurity. Along this tack, confronting multilateralism is not a sign of strength; rather
it is a symptom of the weakness of intellect—
it betrays an inability in understanding a
complex and interconnected world.
Under such circumstances, negligence
or inefficacy of international institutions
can endanger world peace. Those seeking
dominance and hegemony are enemies of
peace and the perpetrators of war.
The government of the United States—at
least the current administration—seems
determined to render all international institutions ineffectual. This government, having
withdrawn from a multilateral agreement
adopted by the Security Council, in contravention of the rules and norms of international law, invites the Islamic Republic of
Iran to bilateral talks. An administration
that is inviting Iran to engage in talks is not
ready to consult its own experts nor willing
to recognize the requirements of a modern
state, including the paramount principle
of continuity of state responsibility, and
hence openly violates state obligations
undertaken by its predecessor.

On what basis and criteria can we enter
into an agreement with an administration
misbehaving such as this? Any talks should
be within the framework and in continuation of the JCPOA and Security Council
resolution 2231, and not in a framework of
breaching them and reverting to the past.
It is ironic that the US government does
not even conceal its plan for overthrowing
the same government it invites to talks!
Distinguished Colleagues,
The approach of the Islamic Republic
of Iran in the field of foreign policy has
been based on multilateralism and compliance with the recognized principles
of international law. Our respect for the
Non-Proliferation Treaty and the long
and difficult negotiations with the Group
of 5+1, which led to the conclusion of the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action—the
JCPOA—illustrates a clear manifestation
of this approach.
We are pleased that the international
community did not acquiesce to the US
government’s unilateral and illegal withdrawal from the JCPOA, and adopted a
categorical position vis-à-vis that decision.
The JCPOA is the outcome of more than a
decade of diplomatic efforts and a period of
intensive negotiations to resolve an artificial crisis. This document was unanimously

It is the first time in the history of the United
Nations that such ‘a general invitation to
violation of law’ is coupled with ‘threatening
law-abiders with punishment.’

approved by Security Council resolution
2231 and codified into an international
obligation. According to this resolution,
all countries and international and regional
organizations were called upon to support
the implementation of the JCPOA, and to
refrain from any actions that undermine
implementation of commitments under
the JCPOA.
Based on 12 consecutive reports of the
International Atomic Energy Agency – the
IAEA – Iran has thus far complied with all
of its commitments. However, the United
States, from the very beginning, never remained faithful to its obligations. Later,
the current administration, resorting to
flimsy excuses and in open violation of its
commitments, finally withdrew from the
accord. The United Nations should not allow
its decisions to fall victim to the domestic
election and propaganda games of some
of its members, and should not allow any
Member State to dodge the execution of
its international commitments.
Additionally, the United States also
pressures other countries to violate the
nuclear accord. And more dangerously,
the United States is threatening all countries and international organizations with
punishment if they comply with Security
Council resolution 2231. It is the first time in
the history of the United Nations that such
‘a general invitation to violation of law’ is
coupled with ‘threatening law-abiders with
punishment.’ This is not just peculiar to
the JCPOA, but a pattern that even applies
to the US approach to the International
Criminal Court.
We appreciate the efforts of the international community, the European Union, Russia,
and China in supporting the implementation
of the JCPOA and consider the full realization
of the commitments stipulated in it a precondition for the survival of this significant
accomplishment of diplomacy.
3

EU and Iran agree on new payment system to skirt sanctions
1
“In practical terms this will mean that EU member
states will set up a legal entity to facilitate legitimate financial
transactions with Iran and this will allow European companies to continue to trade with Iran in accordance with
European Union law and could be open to other partners in
the world,” she told reporters after the closed-door meeting.
The Trump administration withdrew from the nuclear
agreement earlier this year and reimposed sanctions on
businesses dealing with Tehran.
The European Union, along with Russia and China, said
in a joint statement that the so-called “Special Purpose Vehicle” will “assist and reassure economic operators pursuing
legitimate business with Iran.”
The statement added the six countries that signed the

2015 nuclear agreement “reconfirmed their commitment
to its full and effective implementation in good faith and
in a constructive atmosphere.”
Known formally as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA), the Iran nuclear deal ended a nearly 12year stand-off between Iran and Western powers in 2015.
It was spearheaded by the Obama administration and
saw the lifting of international sanctions.
A second round of U.S. sanctions is expected in November, aimed at putting a stranglehold on Iranian oil exports.
The EU, U.S. allies, and the international nuclear watchdog, IAEA, maintain that Iran continues to abide by the
terms of the agreement.
(Source: Al Jazeera)
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Rouhani at the UN: Unlawful sanctions equal
‘economic terrorism’

Ladies and Gentlemen,
2
Unlawful unilateral sanctions in themselves
constitute a form of economic terrorism and a
breach of the ‘Right to Development.’ The economic war that the United States has initiated
under the rubric of new sanctions not only targets the Iranian people but also entails harmful
repercussions for the people of other countries,
and that war has caused a disruption in the state
of global trade.
The Iranian people have demonstrated their
unwavering resilience during the past forty years
despite the difficulties and constraints caused by
sanctions, and have shown that they can overcome
this difficult phase as well. The multi-millennial
history of our country demonstrates that Iran and
Iranians have never broken in the face of a storm
of events—not even been bowed. I state here, in
clear, unambiguous terms, that the United States

can be brought to the negotiating table by force,
and if so, what follows is the accumulation in the
‘grapes of wrath’ of those nations, to be reaped
later by the oppressors.
We concur that, at the end of the day, there is
no better way but dialogue. However, dialogue is
two-way: it should be based on equality, justice,
and human integrity and honor, and conducted
in accordance with the rules and norms of international law. UN Security Council resolution
2231 is not a ‘piece of paper’. We invite you to
return to that Council resolution. We invite you
to come back to the negotiating table you left. If
you dislike the JCPOA because it is the legacy of
your domestic political rivals, then we invite you
to come back to the Security Council resolution.
We invite you to remain in the international institutions. Do not engage in imposing sanctions.
Sanctions and extremism are two sides of the

I am starting the dialogue right here…. Dialogue
can resume in this Assembly from the same point
and by the same person who left the dialogue table,
and walked away from the accord.
policy vis-à-vis the Islamic Republic of Iran has
been wrong from the beginning, and its approach
of resisting the wishes of the Iranian people as
manifested in numerous elections is doomed to
failure. Iran, with its historical and civilizational
longevity, rich cultural heritage, and foremost
geopolitical position, is an undeniable reality.
The policy of engagement and cooperation with
Iran has produced positive outcomes for other
nations, as best reflected in Iran’s cooperation with
friendly countries in the fight against terrorism.
The United States’ understanding of international relations is authoritarian. In its estimation,
might makes right. Its understanding of power,
not of legal and legitimate authority, is reflected
in bullying and imposition. No state and nation

It is ironic that the US
government does not
even conceal its plan
for overthrowing the
same government it
invites to talks!

same coin: Extremism involves negating the
thinking of others, and sanctions negate the life
and prosperity of people.
For dialogue to take place, there is no need
for a photo opportunity. The two sides can listen
to each other right here in this Assembly. I am
starting the dialogue right here, and state—in
unequivocal terms—that the question of international security is not a toy in American domestic
politics. The United Nations is not a part of the
United States administration. Dialogue can resume in this Assembly from the same point and
by the same person who left the dialogue table,
and walked away from the accord. Beginning the
dialogue starts with ending threats and unjust
sanctions that negate the principles of ethics and
international law.
Our proposal is clear: commitment for commitment; violation for violation; threat for threat;
and step for step, instead of talk for talk.
What Iran says is clear: no war, no sanctions,
no threats, no bullying; just acting according to the
law and the fulfillment of obligations. We support
peace and democracy in the entire Middle East.
We consider nuclear knowledge an imperative
and nuclear weapons prohibited.

As victims of terrorism in the past and today,
we have always been and will always remain in
the forefront of genuine confrontation with terrorism. Today, we mourn the martyrdom of tens
of innocent people, who were recently murdered
in cold blood by terrorists who shamelessly accepted responsibility from a number of Western
capitals for their heinous crime in interviews with
some Western-based broadcasting outfits that
are financed by petrodollars. In Iran we have
condemned all acts of terrorism without equivocation and will continue to do so. We welcome
the strong statement from the Security Council
on this issue. But why can the leaders of these
terrorist operations – including the organization
that has publicly claimed responsibility for Saturday’s crime—live and operate freely in Western
countries, and even openly solicit funds? Are
these activities not in violation of international
counter-terrorism norms? Why have the official
State-financiers of anti-Iranian terrorist organizations –with their record of financing Al-Qaeda,
ISIS and al Nusrah—not only been spared any
punishment but are supported and armed? If
you want the world public to take your claim of
fighting terrorism seriously, it is imperative to
start a joint global campaign to fight this scourge,
irrespective of the victims or culprits.
Distinguished Colleagues
In the same vein, from the very beginning of
the crisis in Syria, we have warned against any
foreign intervention in the internal affairs of this
country and the use of unlawful means, including
supporting extremist and terrorist groups in order
to exert pressure on the government of Syria, and
have consistently emphasized that the crisis can
only be resolved through intra-Syrian dialogue.
To this end, the presence of our military advisors
in Syria has been at the request of the Syrian government and consistent with international law,
and has aimed at assisting the Syrian government
in combatting extremist terrorism. Iran, Russia,
and Turkey, in cooperation with the government
of Syria and other Syrian parties, have succeeded
through the Astana Process, the third summit
meeting of which took place in Tehran earlier
this month, in playing a positive role in reducing

Sanctions and
extremism are two
sides of the same coin.

Pakistan court summons former PM
and orders arrest of journalist
A Pakistani court has summoned former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif to appear
before it over a treason case, while issuing
arrest warrants for a prominent journalist who interviewed the former premier,
according to a court order.
The Lahore High Court on Monday
summoned Sharif to appear for the next
hearing on October 8, in a case relating to
an interview with prominent journalist
Cyril Almeida.
In the interview, published in May,
PML-N (Pakistan Muslim League/Nawaz)
party chief Sharif implied that Pakistan’s
powerful military and intelligence services had allowed attackers involved in
the 2008 Mumbai attacks, which killed
more than 160 people, to operate with
impunity.
“Militant organizations are active.
Call them non-state actors, should we
allow them to cross the border and kill
150 people in Mumbai? Explain it to
me. Why can’t we complete the trial?”
he said in that interview, published in
Dawn, Pakistan’s most respected daily
newspaper.
The remarks prompted a crisis in an
already embattled relationship between
the then ruling PML-N government and
the military, which has ruled Pakistan
for roughly half of its 71-year history.
Sharif was dismissed from his post as
prime minister by the Supreme Court
in July last year.
He was arrested in July this year on
corruption charges, but released last week
pending the completion of the appeals
process.

In May, petitioner Amina Malik
moved the Lahore High Court to try
Sharif and former PM Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi for “high treason”, alleging that
Abbasi had leaked classified details from
a National Security Committee meeting held after the publication of the
interview. Almeida was also included
in the list of defendants.
On Monday, the court issued arrest
warrants for Almeida, demanding that
he appear before the court for the next
hearing to face a treason charge, his lawyer
Ahmed Rauf told Al Jazeera.
“The DIG (Operations) [a senior police
official] has been directed to ensure his
presence on the next date of hearing,” Rauf
said, adding that an arrest was unlikely.
On Tuesday, Almeida’s Dawn newspaper issued a statement saying that
previous court summons had not been
delivered, and that the journalist would
attend the next hearing.
“Mr. Almeida, like all Dawn staffers,
is a law-abiding citizen, and sincerely
believes in the rule of law. He is a seasoned

journalist and has never shied away from
such matters,” read the statement.
The court also ordered Almeida to be
placed on a no-fly list, barring him from
international travel.
Rights groups and journalists responded to the move by tweeting in support of
Almeida, adopting the hashtags #IStandWithCyril and #JournalismIsNotACrime.
The Human Rights Commission of
Pakistan (HRCP) termed the move to issue
arrest warrants and to bar him from travel
to be “an excessive measure”.
“Mr. Almeida, a widely read and highly
respected journalist, is being hounded
for nothing more than doing his job speaking on the record to a political figure and reporting the facts,” said HRCP
Chairperson Mehdi Hasan.
Press freedom has been under increasing stress in Pakistan, where the
military and intelligence services have
carried out a sustained campaign of censoring reporting on security and politics,
according to the Committee to Protect
Journalists (CPJ).
“The military has quietly, but effectively, set restrictions on reporting: from
barring access to regions including Baluchistan where there is armed separatism
and religious extremism, to encouraging
self-censorship through direct and indirect methods of intimidation, including
calling editors to complain about coverage
and even allegedly instigating violence
against reporters,” CPJ said in detailed
investigation into censorship in Pakistan
released earlier this month.
(Source: Al Jazeera)

UN chief warns of ‘chaotic’ world order as
General Assembly opens
United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres warned
leaders Tuesday that world order is “increasingly chaotic,”
trust is at breaking point and shifts in the balance of power may
increase the risk of confrontation, though he did not lay blame.
As U.S. President Donald Trump prepared to tout protection
of U.S. sovereignty at the annual UN gathering of world leaders,
Guterres told the 193-member U.N. General Assembly that
multilateralism is under fire when it is needed most.
“Individual leaders have the duty to advance the well-being of their people,” Guterres said. “But it runs deeper ... As
guardians of the common good, we also have a duty to promote and support a reformed, reinvigorated and strengthened
multilateral system.”
He called for a renewed commitment to a rules-based order

with the United Nations at its center and warned against a
spreading “politics of pessimism.”
“Those who see their neighbors as dangerous may cause a
threat where there was none. Those who close their borders to
regular migration only fuel the work of traffickers,” Guterres
said. “And those who ignore human rights in combating terrorism tend to breed the very extremism they are trying to end.”
He also urged leaders to tackle climate change with a greater
sense of ambition and urgency and said he would hold a summit
on the issue in September next year. The Trump administration
withdrew from a global accord to reduce emissions last year.
“If we do not change course in the next two years, we risk
runaway climate change,” Guterres said.
(Source: AP)

tension in Syria, and in their last common effort
have prevented escalation and bloodshed in the
Idlib region.
We have witnessed a tragic humanitarian
catastrophe in Yemen over the past three years
which has caused the destruction of infrastructure,
the killing and injury of hundreds of thousands,
the displacement of millions of innocent people,
and the occurrence of widespread famine and
chronic diseases. These inhuman acts represent
clear examples of crimes against humanity and
war crimes. The crisis in Yemen can be resolved
solely through intra-Yemeni talks and without
foreign interference. And to this end, we are ready
to assist in any possible way.
The most pressing crisis in the Middle East,
however, is the question of Palestine. The passage
of time cannot – and must not –justify occupation. The innumerable crimes of Israel against

Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz has always been
important for us, and just as we defended this
security during the war imposed on us by Iraq,
we will confront any and all disruptive efforts in
this critical waterway in the future.
We espouse a peaceful view in political and international issues and have not sought, nor do we
seek, war with any country. Iran does not need an
empire. Iran is an empire in terms of its civilization
and its culture; not through political domination.
Iran has served as the link between east and
west and will continue to do so; remaining a meticulous guardian for a world free from violence.
The Islamic Republic of Iran is the same state
that understood the fascistic nature of the Ba’athist
regime in Iraq before anyone else in the world,
and bravely resisted its aggression against us.
We fought against the Ba’ath Party of Iraq before
Kuwait was occupied by it.

The most pressing crisis in the Middle East,
however, is the question of Palestine. The
passage of time cannot – and must not –justify
occupation.
the Palestinians would not have been possible
without the material and military assistance, and
political and propaganda support of the United
States. Israel, equipped with a nuclear arsenal
and blatantly threatening others with nuclear
annihilation, presents the most daunting threat
to regional and global peace and stability.
The abhorrent U.S. decision to transfer its
embassy in Israel to Jerusalem, and the recent
enactment of the racist Jewish State law are
violations of international law and norms, and
unmistakable manifestations of apartheid.
Madam President,
The expansion of relations with neighbors and
the creation of a more secure and more developed
region are among the main priorities of Iran’s
foreign policy. A few weeks ago Iran, along with
the other four coastal states, signed the Convention
on the Legal Status of the Caspian Sea, which will
strengthen good-neighborliness and bring prosperity and progress for all of the coastal states. We
also desire the same relations with our southern
neighbors in the Persian Gulf. We believe in the
formation of a collective mechanism for the Persian
Gulf region with the presence and participation of
all regional countries. The security of the Persian

The Islamic Republic of Iran is the same state
that was on the forefront of the struggle against
Taliban terrorism, and gave up martyrs in that
struggle. We fought against Al-Qaida and the
Taliban before the attacks on New York and
Washington.
The Islamic Republic of Iran is the same state
that fought against Daesh – a fake, distorted representation of Islam. We were engaged in the fight
against Daesh before their operations in Paris,
London and Brussels.
Appreciate these historical realities about Iran.
Quit imposing sanctions and end extremism. The
world will not have a better friend than Iran, if
peace is what you seek.
I thank you for your attention.

The United States’
understanding of
international relations
is authoritarian. In
its estimation, might
makes right.
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STOCK MARKET

TEDPIX

174618.2
2012.77

IFX

Sources: tse.ir, Ifb.ir

CURRENCIES
USD

42,000 rials

EUR

49,310 rials

GBP

55,030 rials

AED

11,430 rials

Source: isna.ir

COMMODITIES
WTI

$72.55/b

Brent

$81.15/b

OPEC Basket

$77.08/b

Gold

$1,202.45/oz

Silver

$14.47/oz

Platinium

$830.85/oz

Sources: oilprice.com, Moneymetals.com

NEWS IN BRIEF
Iran announces
ban on exports of
tomato
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iranian Ministry of Industry,
d
e
s
k Mining and Trade has banned exports of
tomato as the price of fruit has sharply increased recently,
Tasnim news agency reported.
As reported, the ban on tomato export has been notified to
all provincial agriculture departments across the country and
it will continue until the further notice.

Real estate deals
down 19% in a
month
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — The number of real estate deals
d
e
s
k fell 19.6 percent in the past Iranian calendar
month of Shahrivar (August 23-September 22), Tasnim news
agency reported on Tuesday.
As reported, the number of deals stood at 8,962 in Shahrivar,
down from 11,154 deals in its previous month.
The housing market experienced a 9.3-percent increase in
prices during the past month.

TPO to dispatch
trade delegation
to S. Korea in late
Nov.
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran’s Trade and Promotion
d
e
s
k Organization (TPO) plans to dispatch a trade
and marketing delegation to South Korea in late November.
The delegates active in the agriculture and food sectors are to
visit Food Week Korea 2018 International Exhibition which is
planned to be held at the Coex Center in Seoul from November
28 to December 1, the portal of Iran Chamber of Commerce,
Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) published.

China says U.S. putting ‘knife
to its neck’, hard to proceed
on trade
A senior Chinese official said on Tuesday it is difficult to proceed
with trade talks with the United States while Washington is putting “a knife to China’s neck”, a day after both sides heaped fresh
tariffs on each other’s goods.
When the talks can restart would depend on the “will” of the
United States, Vice Commerce Minister Wang Shouwen said at
a news conference in Beijing.
U.S. tariffs on $200 billion worth of Chinese goods and retaliatory taxes by Beijing on $60 billion worth of U.S. products
including liquefied natural gas (LNG) kicked in on Monday, unnerving global financial markets.
“Now that the United States has adopted such a huge trade
restriction measure ... how can the negotiations proceed? It’s not
an equal negotiation,” Wang said, stressing the United States
has abandoned its mutual understanding with China.
The Chinese government’s top diplomat also told business
people at a meeting in New York that talks could not take place
against the backdrop of “threats and pressure”, the Foreign
Ministry said.
Certain forces in the United States have been making groundless criticisms against China about trade and security issues,
which has poisoned the atmosphere for Sino-U.S. ties and is
highly irresponsible, State Councilor Wang Yi was quoted as
saying, without naming anyone.
“If this continues, it will destroy in an instant the gains of the
last four decades of China-U.S. relations,” Wang told members
of the U.S.-China Business Council and National Committee on
United States-China Relations.
U.S. representatives there included Blackstone Group LP
(BX.N) co-founder and Chief Executive Stephen Schwarzman
and Mastercard Inc (MA.N) Chief Executive Ajay Banga, the
National Committee on United States-China Relations said on
its website.
(Source: Reuters)
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TEDPIX adds 5,993
points in a day
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Tehran
d
e
s
k Stock Exchange (TSE)’s
main index (TEDPIX) gained 5,993 points
to end Tuesday’s trade at 174,618, registering a new record, IRNA reported.
As reported, 4.994 billion shares worth
17.318 trillion rials (about $412.3 million) were traded through 273,653 deals
in the stock market.
The first market’s index gained 4,479
points and the second market’s index
added 11,627 points on Tuesday.
Also, IFX, the main index of Iran’s
over-the-counter (OTC) market known
also as Iran Fara Bourse (IFB), rose 63

points to 2,012 on Tuesday, as 1.104 billion securities worth 6.896 trillion rials
(about $164.1 million) were traded.
The rising trend of TEDPIX began
on June 13, which was named ‘Golden
Wednesday of Stock Market’, when
TEDPIX gained 2,767 points to stand
at 99.146 points.
Then on June 17, players in Iran’s capital market witnessed a historical record
in growth of TEDPIX which gained 3,306
points to hit 102,452 points, something
unprecedented in the 50-year history of
the country’s stock market.
Also, the number of trading codes

issued in TSE has increased 45 percent
since the beginning of current Iranian
calendar year (March 21) compared to

the same period of time in the previous
year, TSE spokesman Hamid Rouhbakhsh
has recently announced.

‘Iranian, Iraqi private sectors going on trade regardless of political issues’
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran Chamber of Comd
e
s
k merce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA)’s Head Gholam-Hossein Shafeie announced
that the major part of Iran-Iraq economic ties relies on the
transactions between the two sides’ private sectors, which
is not under the influence of political events and issues, so
the mutual trade will continue, ILNA quoted him as saying
in a joint meeting held between Iranian and Iraqi trade
delegations at the place of ICCIMA on Tuesday.
Naming Iraq as one the major partners of Iran, the ICCIMA head announced readiness for transfer of technology
and experience to the Arab country as ways for development
of further ties.

“ICCIMA will support expansion of ties in the fields of
petrochemicals, transportation, health tourism, besides
technical and engineering services with Iraqi businessmen
as well,” Shafeie vowed.
Addressing the same event, President of the Federation
of Chambers of Commerce of Iraq Jaafar al-Hamdani announced that Iraqi private sector and government will stand
beside Iranians, regarding the present political conditions,
IRNA quoted him as saying.
“Iraq seeks increase of mutual economic ties with Iran,”
he said.
“Some Iraqi banks are inclined to establish joint banks
with their Iranian counterparts,” he added.

EU, China, Russia Defy Trump with Plan to Keep Trading With Iran
The European Union, China and Russia
backed a mechanism to allow “legitimate”
business to continue with Iran, a plan aimed
at sidestepping American sanctions and
allowing international trade to continue
unimpeded as President Donald Trump
pursues his “America First” agenda.
The push for such a channel, announced
by EU foreign affairs chief Federica
Mogherini in New York late on Monday,
reflects growing calls in countries such
as France and Germany for the EU to
adopt tools that will allow it to pursue its
foreign-policy goals with less recourse to
an unpredictable U.S. ally. A chief catalyst
was Trump’s decision to withdraw from
the Iran nuclear deal even as world powers

urged the U.S. to stick to its mandate.
“In practical terms this will mean
that EU member states will set up a legal
entity to facilitate legitimate financial
transactions with Iran, and this will allow
European companies to continue trade with
Iran,” Mogherini said after meeting with
representatives of the other signatories:
the U.K., France, Germany, Russia, China
plus Iran. This will be “in accordance with
European Union law, and could be opened
to other partners in the world,” she said.
Trump reimposed the sanctions after
quitting the Iran accord in May, and
called on U.S. allies to comply. European
companies including Daimler AG and Total
SA have halted activity or backtracked on

European banks
seek lighter-touch
regulation in the U.S.
European banks and U.S. senators are warning that
America’s banks face retaliation overseas if the lighter-touch regime promised to domestic lenders is not
extended to foreign competitors.
European lenders are seeking a relaxation of rules
around stress tests and capital requirements, according to senior bankers working on U.S. policy issues,
on the basis that their U.S. operations are of a similar
size to the mid-tier U.S. banks which were given relief
under legislation signed by President Donald Trump.
U.S. lenders with between $50 billion (bn) and
$250bn were granted a significant loosening of the
regulations imposed by the Dodd-Frank reforms, subject
to the discretion of the Federal Reserve.
European banks which fall into that category include
Deutsche Bank, which had $188bn of assets in its U.S.
holding company as of March 31; Credit Suisse, with
$99bn; and Barclays, with assets of $92bn. Société
Générale, Natixis, Crédit Agricole and BNP Paribas
each have between $60bn and $83bn of assets. Big
Japanese and Canadian banks are also affected.
Seven Republican senators have weighed in on behalf
of the foreign banks. In an August letter to Randal Quarles, the Federal Reserve’s vice-chairman for Supervision,
they argued that international bank holding companies
“should receive comparable regulatory treatment of
U.S. [banks] of similar size and risk profile”.
The senators raised the specter of foreign retaliation
for unequal treatment, cautioning that the supervision
of foreign banks “has important implications?.?.?.?for
how other regulators treat the international operations
of U.S. banks operating abroad”.
A European bank representative said that the possibility of retaliation was “an important talking point”
for both foreign banks and U.S. banks making their case.
A second banker pointed out that the EU’s rules
requiring foreign banks to set up holding companies
was a direct reprisal for earlier U.S. rules requiring
foreign banks to do the same thing.
Trump signed the Economic Growth, Regulatory
Relief, and Consumer Protection Act — known as the
Crapo Bill after is principal architect, Republican Senator Mike Crapo — in May.
While the Crapo Bill was working its way through
the senate, Democrats claimed that it would have the
side-effect of weakening standards for large global banks,
if they had less than $250bn in assets in the U.S. Fed
chair Jay Powell responded that this was not the case
“according to my reading of the text”.
Foreign banks with more than $50bn in U.S. nonbranch assets have, since 2014, been required to hold all
those assets in a single intermediate holding company
(IHC) to make it easier for supervisors to keep an eye
on their activities. These IHCs are required to comply
with enhanced prudential standards on capital, liquidity, and stress testing. The IHC regime was devised
partly in response to the high leverage and short-term
funding used by foreign-owned broker-dealers ahead
of the financial crisis.
(Source: Financial Times)
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investment plans to avoid U.S. punishment,
but France and Germany have repeatedly
said that they support the Iran deal and
want business with Iran to continue.
The decision to set up a so-called special
purpose vehicle that will facilitate payments
including for Iranian oil comes on the back
of a new EU push for a stronger international
role for the bloc’s own currency, the
euro. Allowing transactions with Iran
to go through - even as the EU’s lending
arm, the European Investment Bank, has
exposure to the U.S. making it more difficult
to act as a financing channel - will help the
EU economy and businesses grow more
independent from the dollar and the U.S.
economy, officials say.

Trump has warned countries they had
to choose between doing business with
the U.S., the world’s largest economy, or
Iran. The administration deployed teams of
officials from the departments of Treasury
and State to lay the groundwork for the reimposition of sanctions lifted under the deal,
targeting industries ranging from energy
to chemicals to apparel.
“To keep the deal alive we need concrete
solutions so that payment channels can
be kept open and trade with Iran remains
possible,” German Foreign Minister Heiko
Maas said after the meeting in New York.
“We’re working hard on this with our
European partners.”
(Source: Bloomberg)
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IN THE NAME OF GOD
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN BROADCASTING

EXTENSION OF INTERNATIONAL TENDER NO. 97-02/104
Tender Holder:
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN BROADCASTING (IRIB)
Subject of Two-Stage Tender:
Audio Mixer for Project of Tehran & Provinces (Tehran IRIB Center) according to the
tender documents
Deadline of Receiving Documents:
As of publishing second announcement of advertisement latest by the business hour dated on
Monday October 01, 2018.
Place of Receiving Documents:
Secretariat of Tenders’ Commission, Technical Purchasing (KALA) Dept., Media Technology and
Development Deputy Office, Bldg. No. 2, IRIB, Jam-e Jam St., Vali-e Asr Ave., Tehran
Type and Amount of Guarantee for Participating in Tender:
The amount of USD 51,190 which should be in the form of extendable bank guarantee
Time and Place of Delivering Priced Bid:
The sealed A, B & C packages/envelopes should be submitted within one main envelope marked
with tender number no later than 15 p.m. on Wednesday October 31, 2018 and submitted to the
Secretariat of Commission of Tenders.
Time and Place of Opening Envelopes
The date of opening envelopes A&B is at 8:30 a.m. on Sunday November 04, 2018 in the office of
Vice President of IRIB Planning and Financial Resources and opening of envelope C will be after
technical evaluation.
It should be noted that bidders should hold license from the authorized bodies.
For more information, please contact the following phone numbers: 0098-21-22166313
It is obvious that cost of publishing two advertisements shall be borne by the winner of tender.

Public Relations Dept. of IRIB

INTERNATIONAL DAILY
SEPTEMBER 26, 2018
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Oil hits 4-year high after OPEC+
shows no sign of turning on the taps
The oil price shot to its highest in four years
on Tuesday, catapulted by upcoming U.S.
sanctions on Iranian crude exports and the
apparent reluctance of OPEC and Russia
to raise output to offset the potential hit to
global supply.
Brent crude futures were up 74 cents on
the day at $81.94 a barrel at 0844 GMT,
having touched a session peak of $82.20,
the highest since November 2014.
The oil price is on course for its fifth
consecutive quarterly increase, the longest
stretch of gains since early 2007, when a
six-quarter run led to a record high price of
$147.50 a barrel.
U.S. crude futures were up 44 cents at
$72.52 a barrel, near their highest since
mid-July.
The United States from Nov. 4 will target
Iran’s oil exports with sanctions, and Washington is putting pressure on governments
and companies around the world to fall in
line and cut their purchases.
“Iran will lose sizeable export volumes,
and given OPEC+ reluctance to raise output,
the market is ill-equipped to fill the supply
gap,” Harry Tchilinguirian, global head of
commodity markets strategy at French bank
BNP Paribas, told the Reuters Global Oil
Forum on Tuesday.

Mohammad Barkindo, secretary general
of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, said in Madrid on Tuesday it
was important that OPEC and its non-OPEC
partners including Russia cooperate to not
“fall from one crisis to another.”
The International Energy Agency forecasts

strong oil demand growth of 1.4 million barrels
per day (bpd) this year and 1.5 million bpd
in 2019, and said in its most recent report
that the market was tightening up.
U.S. President Donald Trump has demanded that OPEC and Russia increase their
supplies to make up for the expected fall

in Iranian exports. Iran is the third-largest
producer in OPEC.
OPEC and Russia, however, have so far
rebuffed such calls.
The so-called “OPEC+” group, which
includes the likes of Russia, Oman and Kazakhstan, met at the weekend to discuss a
possible increase in crude output, but the
upshot of the gathering was that the group
was in no rush to do so.
“After the weekend’s meeting the voices of those who foresee $100 a barrel price
and compare the current backdrop to the
2007/2008 bull run are getting louder.
Undoubtedly the oil market is expected to
be tight in coming months and if OPEC’s
own numbers are to be believed global oil
inventories are to fall in the remainder of the
year,” PVM Oil Associates strategist Tamas
Varga said.
Richard Robinson, manager of the Ashburton Global Energy Fund, said higher prices
were almost certainly on the cards.
“We believe the combination of tight supply, healthy demand, falling global inventories
– down from already under-stored levels
– and anemic spare capacity helps support
an oil price which could end the year above
$90,” he said.
(Source: Reuters)

U.S. may be prepping Venezuela
oil sector sanctions: analysts

China says ‘huge potential’ for Australian
LNG industry from U.S. trade war

The U.S. is preparing actions to pressure
the Maduro regime in Venezuela, which
analysts said Sunday could include some
oil sector sanctions.
The actions will not include restrictions
on U.S. imports of Venezuelan crude oil,
but could include new prohibitions on U.S.
light oil exports and refined product exports
to Venezuela, analysts said.
In an interview with Fox News on Friday,
U.S. Secretary of State Michael Pompeo
indicated that the Trump administration
was developing some retaliatory measures
against the Maduro regime.
“I think you’ll see in the coming days, a
series of actions that continue to increase
the pressure level against the Venezuelan
leadership - folks who are working directly
against the best interests of the Venezuelan
people,” Pompeo said in an interview with
Fox News on Friday.
Pompeo did not offer further details on
these actions and on Sunday, a State Department spokesman declined to comment
on whether oil-sector sanctions were still
being considered by the administration.
“We don’t forecast sanctions,” the official said.
Francisco Monaldi, the Latin American
energy policy fellow at Rice University’s
Baker Institute for Public Policy, told S&P
Global Platts that the administration could
be considering new sanctions on individuals
or a ban on exporting light oil and refined
products to Venezuela.
“Those have been always on the table,”
he said.
The U.S. sent 134,000 b/d of refined
petroleum products to Venezuela in June,
up from last year’s average of 67,000 b/d.
Through June of this year, the U.S. has also
sent an average of 40,000 b/d of refined
products to Curacao where Venezuela’s
state-run oil company PDVSA had run a
refinery.
Monaldi said the Trump administration
may also be considering a tightening of
financial sanctions, such as new insurance
limitations or additional credit restrictions.
A ban on U.S. imports of Venezuelan

China says there is “huge potential” for
Australia’s liquefied natural gas (LNG)
industry from its trade war with the U.S.
after imposing tariffs on rival American
imports of the important energy source
being encouraged by Beijing to clean up
pollution.
China has imposed import tariffs on
U.S. LNG imports as part of its latest $60
billion worth of tariffs in response to U.S.
President Donald Trump’s latest round
of tariffs.
A senior Chinese trade official on
Tuesday suggested this could benefit
Australia and other countries exporting
LNG to China.
“The U.S. could be a major supplier of
LNG to China. But because of the trade
restriction measures the U.S. imposed,
China is compelled to adopt countermeasures. Therefore for the U.S. LNG
producers there will be an impact to their
exports to the major market of China,”
Wang Shouwen, China’s vice-minister of
commerce told a press conference.
“Australia is also an important source
of China’s LNG import and the trading
volume between China and Australia is
pretty sizeable and there is huge potential.
China is a huge market and China is ready
to further expand the market. If there is no
trade war, China will offer opportunities
to all LNG suppliers and countries.”
Analysts have predicted the escalation of
trade tensions between China and the U.S.
could lift demand for LNG from Australia,
which is the world’s second-biggest LNG
exporter.
China has several long-term purchase
deals, including with Chevron’s Gorgon
and the Woodside-run North West Shelf
venture in Western Australia, and two
of the Gladstone projects. China is also
a potential customer for new export
projects, including Woodside’s Browse
and Scarborough projects, and for an
expansion in Papua New Guinea.
The official, who was speaking at a
press conference where China outlined
its response to Mr Trump’s latest $200

crude, however, is not being considered,
he said.
“I think they are unlikely to be an import
ban or adding PDVSA to the sanctioned,
which would be very harsh, but would affect U.S. businesses and the oil market,”
Monaldi said.
Joe McMonigle, an analyst with Hedgeye
Risk Management, said the administration
is not considering sanctions on Venezuelan
oil due to the impact on domestic gasoline
prices.
“The White House is already spooked
by high oil prices, especially after the Iran
sanctions, so I highly doubt Trump would
want to add more pressure on oil markets
ahead of the election,” McMonigle said.
Still, he said a prohibition on U.S. diluent
exports to Venezuela is being considered.
McMonigle said he expects the U.S. to
increase pressure on Venezuela during this
week’s UN General Assembly and, potentially, get the UN more involved in future
sanctions action.
“So far, the UN has rebuffed U.S. efforts
but Trump himself will be pushing it next
week,” he said.
The U.S. has sanctioned individuals
in Venezuela, including President Nicolas Maduro; prohibited the purchase and
sale of any Venezuelan government debt,
including any bonds issued by PDVSA;
and banned the use of the Venezuela-issued digital currency known as the petro.
But oil sector sanctions are viewed as the
most powerful penalty remaining and one
the Trump administration has been very
hesitant to use.
(Source: Platts)

billion round of tariffs, did not elaborate.
Chinese officials on Tuesday
downplayed fears about the impact of a
prolonged trade war with the U.S. on the
country’s economy, saying the risks were
under control as the central government
expand domestic demand.
The officials also said Beijing was open
to resuming trade talks with Washington
but only if there was “mutual respect”.
“China does not want a trade war but
we are not afraid of one. We have the
confidence, capability and determination
to handle all of risks and challenges. No
exterior factor can stop the development of
China,” Fu Ziying, China’s Vice-Minister
of Commerce said.
The U.S. and China imposed fresh tariffs
on each other’s goods on Monday, as the
world’s biggest economies showed no signs
of backing down. The Chinese officials on
Tuesday were answering questions about a
white paper released the day before when
Beijing accused the U.S. of engaging in
“trade bullyism”.
U.S. tariffs on $200 billion worth of
Chinese goods and retaliatory tariffs
by Beijing on $60 billion worth of U.S.
products took effect at midday on Monday
in Asia, though the initial level of the duties
was not as high as earlier feared. The two
countries have already slapped tariffs on
$50 billion worth of each other’s goods
earlier this year.
Markets in Asia were trading mostly
lower on Tuesday, with the Shanghai
Composite down 0.8 percent when trading
resumed after a public holiday on Monday.
(Source: Financial Review)

BP says oil spike may prove fleeting on U.S.-China tensions

Oil bulls cheered by the prospect of $100 oil
beware. A rally in prices may be short-lived.
That’s according to Janet Kong, who heads
energy giant BP Plc’s trading business in Asia.
Any spike on the loss of Iranian supply due to
U.S. sanctions probably won’t be sustainable
in the long run, she said. That’s because the
negative impact on demand from a trade war
between the world’s two biggest economies
hasn’t been priced into crude yet.
Kong’s comments stand in contrast to
views from officials at major oil-trading firms
Trafigura Group and Mercuria Energy Group
Ltd., who see a looming supply crunch driving
global benchmark Brent crude to $100 a barrel
for the first time in four years. In recent weeks,
prices have largely shrugged off escalating
U.S.-China trade tensions, with speculation
over the impact of American sanctions on
Iran dominating investor sentiment.
“The market is very fixated on the loss
of barrels on the supply side,” said Kong,
the chief executive officer of Eastern Hemisphere integrated supply and trading at BP.
“The market has overlooked the results of
the U.S.-China trade war, how that might
impact the global economy, China’s growth
and the regional economy in Asia,” she said
in an interview in Singapore on Monday.
Brent climbed above $80 a barrel on

Monday after OPEC and its allies signaled
less urgency to boost output despite pressure
from U.S. President Donald Trump to temper prices. Crude’s recent rally has spurred
a divergence from other commodities like
copper, which have been dragged down on
fears that global growth will be eroded by a
trade war that’s showing no signs of easing.
Brent futures for November settlement

traded at $81.41 a barrel on the ICE Futures
Europe exchange, up 21 cents, at 6:48 a.m.
in London.
Some $200 billion of Chinese products
became subject to increased U.S. tariffs from
noon Beijing time on Monday, on top of $50
billion in goods imposed earlier this year. The
Asian nation said it won’t hold trade talks
with America unless Trump stops his threats.

‘Demand shock’
While there may be a “meaningful tightening” of the market in the next three to six
months with the disappearance of Iranian oil
exports, demand may be affected next year
due to the trade war, Kong said. Also, within
the next 12 months, supply is likely to grow
as the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries boosts output and the U.S. pumps
more in 2019 after lifting production by 1.3
million barrels a day this year.
Escalating trade tensions are threatening
to derail a global upswing that’s already losing momentum, the International Monetary
Fund warned in July. That could translate to
a global decline in oil demand of 150,000 to
200,000 barrels a day in what could become
known as a “demand shock,” said Kong, who
is set to become head of BP’s U.S. oil trading
business.
Still, the lack of clarity on the potential
total volume of Iranian crude losses due to
U.S. sanctions will help support prices in the
short term, she said. If the loss is dramatically high, resulting in 1.5 million barrels
per day or more being taken out, then the
market will experience a shock in the final
three months of this year.
“But is that really sustainable? I doubt it,”
Kong said.
(Source: Bloomberg)
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How Modi is sabotaging his
own renewable goals
India has imposed duties on imports of solar equipment from
China and Malaysia lasting two years. The aim is to kick-start a
domestic industry that’s failed to take off in the face of ever-cheaper
imports of solar cells and modules. China accounted for 89 percent
of imports in the last financial year. The protectionist move risks
setting back India’s climate change commitments by slowing the
buildup of renewable energy capacity, even as prices for solar power
in the world’s second-most populous nation fall to record lows.
1. How much of India’s energy is from renewable
sources?
Renewable energy comprises about a fifth of India’s total installed power capacity. Even so, solar capacity remains less than a
quarter of the ambitious 100 gigawatts Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has targeted by 2022. He’s also aiming for 60 gigawatts from
wind power. For the 2015 Paris agreement on climate change, India set a goal of having 40 percent of its installed electric capacity
powered by non-fossil-fuel sources by 2030.
2. What exactly are the tariffs?
India imposed a 25 percent so-called safeguard duty on solar
cells and modules imported from China and Malaysia effective
July 30. The duty will fall to 20 percent after a year and 15 percent
after 18 months. Domestic solar power equipment companies had
complained that they were being undercut.
3. Can the domestic industry step up?
There’s something of a shortfall. India can produce enough
solar cells to meet just 15 percent of its annual installation target of 20 gigawatts of solar capacity, according to government
estimates. Imports from China helped bridge the gap, hence
the concern that the tariffs will in fact hamper the renewable
push. Past attempts to bolster domestic manufacturing have
been downsized and delayed, as potential bidders worry about
the sustainability of projects.
4. How does India justify the tariff?
India overtook Japan as China’s biggest solar panel export
market last year, buying about 31 percent of Chinese shipments.
Overseas supplies have caused or threatened “serious injury”
to local manufacturers, India’s Directorate General of Trade
Remedies wrote in its recommendation to impose the duty. It
noted local producers’ market share had fallen to 7 percent in
2017-2018 from 10 percent three years earlier.
5. Are solar tariffs just an India thing?
Hardly. U.S. President Donald Trump in January approved
duties of as much as 30 percent on solar equipment made outside the U.S. The European Union recently ended anti-dumping
measures on China’s photovoltaic products, after introducing
anti-subsidy and anti-dumping duties in 2013. The solar industry
has been transformed by subsidies in China that have helped it
install more photovoltaic capacity than any other country. The
nation added a record 53 gigawatt of solar capacity last year alone.
6. What does China say?
The tariff will damage both Indian buyers, who pay most of
the duties, and Chinese producers, for whom demand may weaken, the China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of
Machinery and Electronic Products said before the tariff was
implemented.
7. What will happen to India’s renewable goals?
Solar installations are likely to slow, at least temporarily, in
2018 as power project developers adjust to the tariffs, according
to Goldman Sachs Group Inc. The decision will also have ramifications for project schedules, potentially stretching them. For
instance, the western state of Gujarat, Modi’s home state, has
offered a longer timeline of two years to complete projects in
its latest auctions, allowing developers to factor in an eventual
return to zero tariffs on Chinese imports. According to Bloomberg
NEF, the duty could increase the capital cost of solar plants by
as much as 14 percent. Even without the tariffs, India was likely
to fall short of its 2022 targets, BMI Research said in a report.
(Source: Bloomberg)

Lundin Petroleum says Arctic
oil test points to bigger reservoir
Swedish oil firm Lundin Petroleum expects to increase its resource
estimate for the Alta discovery in Norway’s Arctic region following
a successful two-month production test.
Finding significant oil reserves in the Norwegian Arctic has
been challenging for oil firms, but Alta is among the exceptions.
The company and its partners are considering developing the
discovery as a subsea field connected to a floating production and
storage vessel, and may also tie in the smaller Gohta find, which
is located nearby.
Prior to the production test the combined gross resource range
for the Alta and Gohta discoveries was estimated at between 115
and 390 million barrels of oil equivalent.
“These positive results are expected to increase the Alta resource
estimate and reduce the uncertainty range,” Lundin said on Tuesday.
“We have significantly advanced our understanding of this
complex carbonate reservoir, the development of which would
be a first for Norway. We will now concentrate our efforts on
further defining the route to commercialization and progressing
development concept studies,” it added.
(Source: Reuters)

Libya says its oil output at most
since 2013 can go even higher
Libya’s oil production climbed to the highest since 2013 and can
go even higher if security at the nation’s energy facilities can be
improved, according to the chairman of the state-run National
Oil Corp.
Output was recently 1.278 million barrels a day and can be
increased by “hundreds of thousands” of barrels a day with improved security, Mustafa Sanalla said in response to questions.
Still, continued instability in the country with Africa’s largest oil
reserves means the NOC may have to revise its 2022 production
target of more than 2 million barrels a day, he said.
“Threats to NOC are numerous,” Sanalla said. “If the security
situation improves, our production outlook is very good.”
A string of security incidents has hobbled Libya’s oil production despite repeated attempts to restore flows in the politically
divided nation. Output at the country’s biggest oil field, Sharara,
declined in July after an armed group kidnapped four of the
staff. Libya bounced back the following month, helping OPEC’s
crude production rise to a nine-month high, according to the
International Energy Agency.
The oil market currently has a “supply shortfall,” which is
likely to push prices higher, Sanalla said.
(Source: Bloomberg)
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Peace is the best investment
By António Guterres
The UN secretary-general

United Nations peacekeeping is a concrete example of multilateralism at work. It demonstrates how the global community
can address some of today’s most complex and dangerous issues
with a mixture of creativity and pragmatism.
Since the first blue helmets were deployed in 1948, peacekeeping has enabled the countries of the world to meet common
threats to peace and security and share the burden under the UN
flag. Over the past 70 years, more than 1 million peacekeepers —
women and men, soldiers, police, and civilians from countries
across the world — have responded to a vast range of conflicts,
and peacekeeping itself has adapted constantly to meet these
demands.
The UN Security Council has dispatched more than 70 operations
to help maintain cease-fires between countries, end protracted
civil wars, protect the vulnerable and save lives, strengthen the
rule of law, establish new security institutions, and help new
countries, such as Timor Leste, come into being.
But peacekeeping is a very dangerous business. Tens of thousands of peacekeepers today are deployed where there is little
peace to keep. Last year, 61 peacekeepers were killed in hostile
acts, and our peacekeepers were attacked more than 300 times
—almost once a day. In Mali and in the Central African Republic,
I saw for myself the important work the blue helmets do every
day — not only keeping the peace but supporting the delivery
of humanitarian aid and protecting civilians. I’ve also laid too
many wreaths for fallen peacekeepers. We have enacted new
measures to address the rise in fatalities, and I have commissioned
independent strategic reviews of each peacekeeping operation.
But it’s clear to me that we don’t have any chance of succeeding
without the world’s clear and unambiguous support.
Expectations of peacekeeping vastly outstrip both support
and resources. Yes, we need more helicopters, we need mineproof vehicles and night vision, and we need police and civilians
with specialized skills to
help us build sustainable
UN member
peace. But we also need UN
states must
member states to send us
personnel equipped and
renew their
trained properly and with
commitment
the mindset to use these
to the vital
capabilities effectively.
And, above all, we need
peacekeeping
their sustained political
operations that
commitment, a critical
factor in the long-term suc- end wars, protect
cess of our peacekeeping
civilians, and
operations.
save lives.
That is the background
to the Action for Peacekeeping initiative, launched in March. It aims to ask all UN
member states and other partners to revitalize their commitment to UN peacekeeping so that we can continue to improve it
together. We’ve had in-depth and candid discussions to identify
the areas where more effort is required and created a Declaration of Shared Commitments on UN Peacekeeping Operations.
The declaration represents a clear and urgent agenda for
peacekeeping. By endorsing the declaration, governments show
their commitment to advancing political solutions to conflicts,
to strengthening protection for the vulnerable people under our
charge, and to improving the safety and security of our peacekeepers. Now we need to translate these commitments into practical
support in the field.
The declaration calls for all of us to improve our operations,
to increase the participation of women in all areas of peacekeeping, to strengthen partnerships with governments, and to take
measures to ensure our personnel live up to the highest standards
of conduct and discipline.
Unacceptable cases of sexual exploitation and abuse have tarnished the reputation of UN peacekeeping, and I am determined
to do everything in my power to prevent and end this scourge.
We must hold ourselves accountable to the highest standards of
performance and conduct. As of today, 141 countries and three
international and regional organizations have made these commitments, signaling a consensus around renewed support for
UN peacekeeping.
(Source: Foreign Policy)

The prospect of no people
living in extreme poverty
Fewer than 10 percent of the world’s people now live on less than
$1.90 a day. As such progress shifts the attitude of the remaining
poor, the rate could more easily get to zero.
For the first time in recorded history, fewer than 1 in 10 people
are living in “extreme poverty,” according to a new World Bank
report. Just four decades ago, more than 4 in 10 people lived at
such an income level, which the bank defines as less than $1.90
a day. This progress has been so steady that many experts now
ask if a zero level of extreme poverty could soon be possible.
The reason for such speculation is that so many countries
have lifted people out of the worst of living conditions that the
world may have crossed a mental threshold. As more of the poor
learn their plight is not inevitable, attitudes shift.
The current goal of the World Bank and many other aid agencies is to have only three percent of people living in extreme
poverty by 2030. About half of the world’s countries have already
achieved that rate. Much of the progress over the past quarter
century has been in Asia, especially China, India, and Indonesia.
Much of today’s poverty is now concentrated in sub-Saharan
Africa. Solutions to poverty are both well-known and widely
disputed, but the World Bank focuses on what it calls “human
capital,” or raising up the education and health standards of the
poor, with a special focus on women and girls. “There’s so much
desire to have access to education, to make sure that your children
are not underfed,” says the bank’s president, Jim Yong Kim.
With each new report on the material progress of the poor, the
world must also celebrate something deeper. A rise in expectations
among the poor about their future is really a realization about their
latent capabilities. Awakening those capabilities will help humanity
more quickly achieve the goal of no people living in extreme poverty.
(Source: The CSM)
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‘The world is changing dramatically’:
former German FM
By Mathieu von Rohr & Britta Sandberg

Former German Foreign Minister Sigmar
Gabriel speaks about his call for the country
to take on a new global role and why Germans
are underestimating the dangers posed by
the current geopolitical situation.
Mr. Gabriel, do you wish you were still
Germany’s foreign minister? In your book, it
sounds like you were unable to fulfill many
of your plans.
A: I am a political person and I can’t pretend politics don’t interest me anymore only
because I no longer hold a position. The world
is changing dramatically. We Germans are in
danger of underestimating the consequences.
In what sense?
A: The big questions about Germany’s
place in the world remain unanswered. And
I think that is negligent. I have often asked
myself: Will my three daughters have the
same opportunities for freedom and selfdetermination? Will they live in peace? That
was more of a motivation for writing the book
than the unfulfilled wishes of a former foreign minister.
You use dramatic words to describe
the current global political situation. You
compare it to 1989 or even 1945.
A: Yes, because with this U.S. president,
the old West has broken apart. It is a drastic change from the past 70 years, when we
could depend on the U.S. as a leading nation.
We are going through a fight for European
sovereignty in a completely changed world.
I grew up on the former border with East
Germany. The alliance with the U.S. was for
me as natural as the belief that we would live
here in peace. That is over.
Was there for you, as foreign minister,
a moment when you thought the U.S. is no
longer a dependable partner?
A: There were times when I thought, “For

goodness’ sake, what exactly is happening
here?” Take the crisis between Saudi Arabia and Qatar. When I spoke with then-U.S.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, I had the
impression he saw things like us and was trying
to have a calming influence. Then you talk to
Donald Trump and he says: “My secretary
of state has a different opinion than me, we
need to strengthen the Saudis. They have
signed billions in weapons deals with us.”
The danger emanating from Germany,
you write, isn’t military dominance, but the
dominance of inaction. Weren’t you also partly
responsible for that?
A: As a political actor, one is always partly
responsible. We have for decades been used
to the fact that the U.S. was responsible for
taking care of the unpleasant things in the
world. Now Trump is criticizing us for not
spending enough money on our military.
Part of the truth, however, is that the U.S.

wanted exactly that for a very long time. They
were worried that too much military power
in Germany could provoke the next world
war. I once told Tillerson, I don’t know what
you are complaining about, you raised us for
70 years to be peaceniks. Now that’s what
we are and you’re surprised. He laughed.
Germany’s military, the Bundeswehr,
actually needs to be functional. Why don’t
you subscribe to NATO’s target of defense
expenditures of 2 percent of gross domestic
product?
A: We would be happy enough if the Bundeswehr were to use its current resources in
a responsible manner. I understand that the
U.S. doesn’t want to shoulder 70 percent of
NATO’s defense burden. But the solution isn’t
for us to put 80 billion euros every year into the
Bundeswehr. It should be better equipped; as
far as I am concerned, it could be 1.5 percent of
GDP, but earmark the remaining 0.5 percent

for European structures. That would allow
us to take over some responsibility for the
defense of Eastern Europe, which has thus
far been taken care of by the U.S.
Emmanuel Macron would like to establish a European intervention army.
A: I would take part in that. If, for example,
Libya were to be successful in reestablishing state structures, the armed militias who
are currently running torture centers won’t
disappear on their own. It would require joint
action by the Europeans.
You are critical about Germany having
made many decisions autonomously, including in the refugee crisis and in the decision
to turn away from nuclear power.
A: In the past several years, Germany has
often been content with feeling like it’s in
the right, for example in the euro crisis. We
didn’t notice that our neighbors saw us as a
country that believes in its good mission, but
one that no longer understands those around
it, even looks down on them. An example is
our hysteria about the free-trade agreement
that everyone wanted except Germany. Our
moral impulse in refugee policy was also seen
completely differently by our neighbors.
Did the German government, of which
you were a part, make a mistake?
A: To this day, I believe Angela Merkel’s
moral impulse to not close the borders was
correct. I also think in hindsight that there
wasn’t any alternative. Should we have sent
the Bundeswehr to the border with Austria?
Surely not. Still I ask myself if we should
have addressed more seriously the question
as to whether we sufficiently consulted the
other European countries. We made a mistake
there. We were so naïve as to believe that the
others would also agree with our approach.
We also underestimated the consequences
the mass immigration would bring with it.
(Source: Spiegel)

West must choose: Humanism or sale trade of arms

The French-language newspaper “Le monde-Arabe” said
that the countries exporting in the West, such as France or
Switzerland, must choose between humanism or the sale
trade of arms.
“The hope was very short-lived” a few days after announcing the suspension of arms deliveries to Saudi Arabia,
Spain retreated by handed over 400 laser-guided bombs
to Riyadh, as stated by Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez, for
what he called the maintenance of good relations between
the two kingdoms,
Spain had concern over the future of a more lucrative
contract, signed in July, for state-owned shipbuilder Navantia
to supply warships to the Persian Gulf kingdom.
“The Spanish government has found itself in trouble in
its relations with Saudi Arabia, which will have an impact
in some parts of the country, or the implementation of the
contract signed by the government.
It was the 9.2 million contract which is a part of a
larger trade agreement of 1.8 billion. Spain said that the
risk of losing this economic opportunity may causing
thousands of jobs to be lost. If some had criticism, they
would talk to Mariano Rajoy, the former prime minister
Who signed the contract.
Tony Fortin, director of the Obsarm Observatory with
15 other international organizations, wrote to Emmanuel
Macaron, the French president, at the beginning of September, to review arms sales: France wants to follow in the
footsteps of Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates to keep
its place in Middle East or its influence.
“France is afraid of losing its place if it starts to condemn
Riyadh or Abu Dhabi and it fears losing all the contracts it
signed with Saudi Arabia” the newspaper added.
“The game is blackmail, this makes political pressure
stronger,” says Philippe Lamberts, co-leader of the Greens
bloc in the European Parliament.” So, the director of Obsarm says, “how long will this continue although the serious
humanitarian crisis in Yemen?”.
“Le monde” notes that the Germany government has
committed itself to tightening export conditions and “putting an immediate end to arms exports to countries involved
in the Yemeni war.”, as well as in Switzerland, a political
coalition of several non-governmental organizations and

When we call ourselves a “country of human rights” or
when the state is a sponsor of the Geneva Conventions,
should not we ask about the “trade of death” in Yemen, as
elsewhere? asked the newspaper.
religious representatives threatens to launch an initiative
against the Federal Council, rules on arms exports to countries that were at war, and finally in France, MP Sebastian
Nadot established a parliamentary commission of inquiry
to control arms sales.
When we call ourselves a “country of human rights” or
when the state is a sponsor of the Geneva Conventions,
should not we ask about the “trade of death” in Yemen, as
elsewhere? asked the newspaper.
Saudi Arabia has repeatedly used the economic paper,
either by threatening countries that support international
resolutions condemning the war crimes against Yemeni

people or by threatening to cut off funding from UN organizations, similar to what was happened twice in which
the Saudi coalition was listed in the black list of violators
of children’s rights, however UN Secretary-General Ban ki
Mon then received “unacceptable” pressure to pull it out
otherwise Saudi regime would withdraw funding from the
United Nations .
Humanitarian supply lines to Yemen must remain open
“food, medicine and other essential supplies are critical for
the survival of 27 million Yemenis already weakened by a
war now in its fourth year.
(Source: Yemen Press)

At the UN, America first becomes America alone

The general assembly is a chance to fight for
international co-operation. The UN General
Assembly has always been as much a set piece
for grandstanding nationalists as a forum for
the advancement of shared goals. In that sense,
this week’s high-level meetings, where heads
of state from across the world have a chance to
strut their stuff, was little different. What makes
them potentially explosive is the prospect of U.S.
president Donald Trump dominating the stage,
both as host and as chairman of the Security
Council, thanks to the revolving presidency.
By the time last year’s general assembly was
held, Trump had already set off on his own
course. He had pulled out of the UN’s Paris
accord on climate change. His Twitter sparring
with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un was
inflaming tensions on the Korean peninsula.
But there was room for relief that he had only
carried out some of the threats he had issued on
the campaign trail. The Iran nuclear deal was
still intact, and there was as yet no global trade
war. There was even some residual hope that
Trump might settle into a more conventional
foreign policy. The U.S. president did, however,
give a strong indication at last year’s assembly
of what was to come. “I will always put America

first,” he told gathered world leaders.
Even leaders among traditional allies, such as
France and Canada, now ponder aloud whether
Washington has gone rogue. America first is
increasingly America alone. Short of a change
of character, Trump’s performance this week
will reinforce that.
The U.S. president had hoped to preside
over a Security Council meeting on Iran. After

Europeans objected, that is no longer supposed
to happen. A stand-off with Tehran risks putting on display divisions between the U.S. and
Europe, which alongside Russia and China are
determined to stick to commitments made under the Iran nuclear deal, which the U.S. has
reneged on. Last year, China was engaging with
Washington on a range of issues, including
North Korea. This year, after the imposition

of U.S. tariffs on Chinese goods, Beijing has
little incentive to co-operate. Meanwhile, on
other pressing issues — notably the crises in
Syria and Myanmar — the UN is paralyzed
by the competing interests of the Security
Council’s permanent members. Aside from a
roughly 15-year period after the cold war, it
was always thus.
Much of the liberal agenda that flourished
then, including the burgeoning commitment of
member states to the responsibility to protect
people threatened by genocide and ethnic cleansing, has since been rendered wishful thinking.
Where Trump steps aside and gives U.S. officials freer rein, the UN has been able to make
progress, for example in reforming its peace
and security structures.
When America needs international legitimacy, moreover, it is still to the UN that it
turns. But in today’s multi-polar world, the more
Washington goes it alone, the more other states
are empowered to do so, too. That makes this
year’s general assembly fraught with danger.
It is also an opportunity for those who believe
in international co-operation to stand up for
it when it is needed most.
(Source: FT)
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Qatar cannot bow to Saudi Arabia:
Askari

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By Javad Heirannia

TEHRAN — Professor Hossein Askari, an expert on Saudi
Arabia who also teaches international business at the George
Washington University, believes that “There is a history of
animosity between Qatar and Saudi Arabia and it will not
disappear at Camp David.”
Hossein Askari, who teaches at George Washington University,
tells the Tehran Times that “Qatar cannot bow to Saudi Arabia.”
Following is the text of the interview:
Camp David meeting is scheduled this autumn in
the United States to resolve the crisis in Qatar. Can this
American initiative lead to solving this crisis?
A: Absolutely not! Let me explain. Qatar cannot bow to
Saudi Arabia. It has no choice but to stand firm. If it flinches,
it will lose its sovereignty and become a vassal of province.
In fact, Saudi Arabia might have at one point given serious
thought to invading Qatar as access to Qatari gas would solve
Saudi Arabia’s financial woes. Qatar is in a strong position.
Qatar has managed to deal with the Saudi-led embargo.
Qatar has Turkish backing with a Turkish base in Doha.
Qatar has Iranian support. It can hold out and it must to
stay an independent country. Moreover, President Trump
will, soon or later, be out of office and the tables will turn.
U.S. blind support for Saudi Arabia will evaporate. As for
Saudi Arabia and Mohammad bin Salman, they know that
they overplayed their hand. But they cannot back down and
lose face among the [P]GCC and the rest of the Arab and
Muslim worlds. The United States has also made a terrible

mistake in giving Saudi Arabia its blind support. I cannot
see a face saving solution for Saudi Arabia while backing
down and lifting the embargo.
Some believe the reason that United States is at the

head of the initiative to solve the crisis in Qatar is Showing
Washington’s dissatisfaction with Riyadh to solve regional
problems. What do you think?
A: No, I don’t believe so. I think Jared Kushner made
childish promises to Mohammad bin Salman in the belief
that he and his family will be rewarded handsomely after
he steps down as Senior Advisor to The President. While
contracts may still come his way, I believe that the U.S.
military is getting fed up with having to support Saudi
war crimes in Yemen. Saudi crimes will haunt the United
States for years to come—the killing of innocent civilians
including so many children and the enemies that this
generates. Whether the U.S. likes it or not, it will be seen
as in part responsible. So the Camp David meeting is in
part to make this point clear to the Saudis in the sidelines
and to tell them it is time to mend fences where it can.
A good place to start is Qatar. But again, I think that the
meeting will achieve little of substance.
According to Saudi Arabia and its allies, Qatar may be
ready to concede some points. If so, what areas may there
be a compromise?
A: As I said earlier. Qatar cannot flinch. The only concessions I can see are downgrading relations with Iran and
reducing coverage of Saudi Arabia on the Al-Jazeera network.
Given U.S. relations with Saudi Arabia and Qatar,
how can Washington resolve the crisis and keep the two
sides happy?
A: It cannot! Even if they announce great results, don’t
believe it. There is a history of animosity between Qatar
and Saudi Arabia and it will not disappear at Camp David.

Can Trump extricate himself from a blind alley?

More than 50 people signed the
1
statement, and they included former Treasury Secretary James O’Neill, James Clapper,
Madelain Albright, and other hacks and luminaries of past U.S. administrations. Their
desire, apparently, is to see more diplomacy
and less warmongering by Trump. And all
this as Trump prepares to address the UN
General Assembly where the Mideast and
Iran are surely going to be hot topics in an
environment where most of the world’s leaders
are literally pissed off that Trump pulled the
U.S. out of the JCPOA.
Further, the coalition statement asserts
that the Trump administration has only left
Iran the option of capitulation or war where
the U.S. has not engaged diplomatically. It’s
worth noting that the very name of this “coalition” is absurd, since it has been clear to all
honest observers that Iran has been faithful
to the JCPOA and additionally has stated
time and again that Iran does not want to
build and has not built any nuclear weapons
… even though a dissembling Ambassador
Nikki Haley at the UN almost never fails to
say that Iran has an extant nuclear weapons
program.
It is hard to know what Trump really
thinks, if he thinks at all, and merely listens
to John Bolton and Mike Pompeo and Nikki
Haley who themselves seem only to listen

to Netanyahu and the Jewish lobbies that
infest Washington. Perhaps his brain has
atrophied with too many rounds of golf?
One must recall what the great American
novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote many

decades ago: that the sign of a first-class
mind is its ability to hold firmly two opposed
ideas in one’s mind at the same time. This
President claims he’s the smartest President
ever, but he has failed, especially with regard

to Iran, to supply any evidence of such a
bold and arrogant claim. But one idea he
ought to hold in his mind to balance the
other: U.S. re-engagement with the JCPOA
or at the least, the cessation of threats and
a full embrace of diplomacy.
In fact, Trump has led himself, or been
led by people like John Bolton, up a blind
alley where the drift, if not the flow, leads
to war. Does he realize how badly he has
been cornered by bad advice? Does he even
recall what he said while campaigning for
the Presidency, coming off then as some kind
of relative peacenik compared to Hillary
Clinton? But it’s worth noting that many
former and current leaders like those who
signed the coalition statement this week
perhaps are, at the margin, beginning to have
some second thoughts about the wisdom
of U.S. Mideast policies. And best of all,
Russia may be about to threaten severely
anyone who thinks they can shoot missiles
into Syria at will given the placement of the
S300 defense, which has been branded an
“escalation” by the U.S. Russian resolve
must remain strong to defend its interests
in Syria and beyond, along with Iranian
resolve to improve its own government
and to reach out to its many supporters
who have been shedding affection for U.S.
policies like never before.

EU want to continue economic cooperation
with Iran: Matthew Bunn

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By Javad Heirannia

TEHRAN — Matthew Bunn, a specialist in nuclear security
at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, believes
that “Trump administration’s wrong-headed decision to reimpose U.S. sanctions is likely to have a big impact on many
companies’ decisions on investment and trade with Iran.”
“EU leaders sincerely want to continue Europe’s economic
cooperation with Iran and maintain as many of the JCPOA’s
benefits for Iran as possible,” Bunn tells the Tehran Times
in an exclusive interview.
He adds that “Given the huge size of the U.S. market and
the importance of the U.S. financial system to international
trades around the world, most companies will reluctantly
choose not to do anything that would expose them to U.S.
sanctions -- which means not investing in Iran, financing
transactions with Iran, or buying Iranian oil.”
Following is the full text of the interview:
Some argue that the European Union laws does not have
an effect to protect Iran against the impact of U.S. sanctions. In
other words, the law is a new version of the “Blocking Statute”
that the European Union approved in 1996 to protect Cuba
against U.S. sanctions. In your opinion, how much this law is
effectiveness to protect Iran against U.S. sanctions?
A: EU leaders sincerely want to continue Europe’s economic cooperation with Iran and maintain as many of the
JCPOA’s benefits for Iran as possible. They are working to
find creative ways to keep this cooperation going despite
the U.S. sanctions -- as indicated in their joint statement
with Iran some weeks ago.
Nevertheless, the Trump administration’s wrong-headed
decision to reimpose U.S. sanctions is likely to have a big
impact on many companies’ decisions on investment and
trade. In essence, companies are faced with a stark choice:
do they want to maintain the option to do business in the
U.S. market and make use of the U.S. financial system, or
do they want to do business with Iran? Given the huge
size of the U.S. market and the importance of the U.S. financial system to international trades around the world,
most companies will reluctantly choose not to do anything
that would expose them to U.S. sanctions -- which means
not investing in Iran, financing transactions with Iran, or
buying Iranian oil.
Previously, in 1996, without the Europe support,
America put sanction on Cuba, and Europe did not accept

these sanctions. Nowadays Is Europe still able to resist U.S.
sanctions against Iran?
A: Most European companies, and most companies elsewhere, are private companies, not owned by or controlled
by the government, and are free to make their own trade
and investment decisions. European governments can try
to persuade them, and can offer some legal protections and
subsidies, but ultimately they will have a hard time counteracting the threat of being frozen out of U.S. markets (and
even having assets in the United States seized).
In Europe, economic companies have the right to
choose and freedom, and the EU also does not want to restrict this freedom. Does the EU can push the companies
to work with Iran? How the EU can force the companies to
cooperate with Iran?
A: There are likely, however, to be many complex efforts
by both firms and governments in a variety of countries
to get around these sanctions. Firms may be established
that have no business with the United States or its financial
system, and hence no business or assets the United States

can sanction. There may be efforts at “flag swapping,” in
which one entity buys something (e.g., oil) from Iran and
then relabels it as coming from somewhere else. China, for
example, might buy Iranian oil and then relabel it as Chinese
oil for sales elsewhere. Given that both Europe and China
are now in disputes with the United States over their own
trade -- with the United States imposing tariffs on both -- it
would not be surprising if responses to U.S. sanctions on
European or Chinese companies got rolled into their trade
disputes, in the form of tariffs on U.S. goods to retaliate
against sanctions penalties. The picture will be complex
and complicated for some time to come, and it is hard to
foresee just how serious the impact on Iran’s economy will be.
Ultimately, it is my hope that the U.S. government will
return to a sensible policy and that the parties to the JCPOA
will renew their compliance with that accord and negotiate
longer-term cooperative arrangements that serve all of their
national interests in facilitating trade while reducing the
dangers of nuclear proliferation that other states perceive
from Iran’s nuclear program.
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From defeat in Yemen to
turmoil of the Saudi court
The gap between the crown prince’s hype and reality has
1
become glaring. Remember the high-tech city of Neom, which
was to be conjured up on the Gulf of Aqaba? This $80 billion
project and the reconfiguration of the Saudi economy set out in
MBS’s “Vision 2030” depended on the flotation of 5 per cent of
Saudi Aramco, the state-owned oil and gas company. The whole
would be valued at $2 trillion and foreign investment would flood
in for the entertainment, tech and tourism sectors.
King Salman seems to have cancelled the flotation. A New
York float risked Saudi assets being seized because of an American class action against the kingdom for allegedly withholding
information about the 9/11 attacks.
He continues: There was also criticism within Saudi Arabia
of the decision to sell part of the “crown jewels” to foreigners,
not least from princes who feared that it would shed light on
their opaque perks and stipends. The economist and entrepreneur Essam al-Zamil was arrested for merely tweeting
sceptically about the flotation. As for foreign investment,
after the detention and extortion of allegedly corrupt Saudi
billionaires in Riyadh’s Ritz Carlton hotel $150 billion has
flown out of the kingdom, and foreigners are not rushing to
invest their own money.
But the story doesn’t end here. In early 2018, news were released
of some Saudi officials involved in the Yemeni war. On the eve
of the fourth year of the Saudi Arabia’s opening fire on Yemen,
King Salman bin Abdul Aziz dismissed some of his country’s top
military commanders by issuing royal decrees. The dismissal
of these high-ranking military commanders was made shortly
before the trip of Muhammad bin Salman to Britain, France
and the United States.
In an article titled “Saudi prince Mohammed bin Salman
sacks senior generals on eve of UK visit”, Times refers to the
links between the Saudi Crown Prince trip to London. Richard
Spencer, the Times journalist writes:
Saudi Arabia’s crown prince replaced a number of senior
generals and in a rare move… Mohammed bin Salman is expected
to be confronted with fierce protests on his visit to Britain early
next month after the deaths of thousands of Yemeni civilians in
bombardments by the Saudi-led coalition. The war is nonetheless
in a state of stalemate.
The fact is that now, bin Salman is blamed by the Saudi court
for of defeat in Yemen and the rising expense of the Saudis in
this scene. However, the signs of Saudi Arabia’s defeat in Yemen,
throughout the region and in the world is becoming more and
more clear. Under such conditions, Mohammed bin Salman seeks
to reduce the cost of this heavy defeat in any way possible, but
the harder he tries, Al Saud is more likely to fail.
Along with the ongoing developments in Yemen and the Saudi
House, we should point to a more important issue, that is, the
general dissatisfaction in Saudi Arabia of the ruling family. In
the near future, this issue can turn into Saudis’ Achilles heels
(even if bin Salman is ousted from power). The corruption of the
Saudi House can be in no way ignored. The financial corruption
of the Royal Family is such that all Saudi citizens are aware of it.
While poverty raises in many parts of Saudi Arabia, Saudi officials
continue to plunder their country’s resources. Despite the fact
that Saudi Arabia is enjoying the rich revenues from oil sales
and pilgrimages, the people of Saudi Arabia suffer from poverty,
injustice, unemployment and other social problems. Experts see
the cause of this in the appointment, and not selection of the
rulers, the lack of public supervision over the authorities and
budget spending, lack of a modern constitution, the monopoly
of power in the hands of the Saudi family, and the Saudi family’s
dependence on the West, especially on the United States. Poverty
and unemployment in Saudi Arabia, which is one of the richest
countries in the world, have turned to a political bomb which
may explode any moment.

‘Ahvaz attack is example of
U.S., Saudi, UAE efforts to
bring violence inside Iran’
Saudi Arabia and the UAE didn’t condemn the ter1
rorist attack. Why?
A: Saudi Arabia and the UAE are openly supporting terrorism
around the globe. An Associated Press investigation exposed their
collaboration with Al Qaeda in Yemen. They are also backing
various terrorist groups in Syria. They also have openly expressed
a desire to bring similar chaos to Iran itself. They are likely aiding
the U.S. in sponsoring the very terrorist groups carrying out attacks
inside Iran. Part of the strain of extremism they infect terrorists
with in the first place is the belief that terrorism is justified. By
condemning the Ahvaz attack even for the sake of putting forth
a more enlightened face for Western audiences, would resonate
poorly among the extremists these regimes are still attempting
to recruit, radicalize, and send off to carry out violence.
How do you assess the U.S. administration’s reaction to the
attack which it did not explicitly call a terrorist act?
A: It would seem many that the U.S. is mirroring Saudi and
Emirati malice, but I would say it is much worse than that. While
Iranians mourned in the wake of the Ahvaz attack, prominent
U.S. politicians were hosting MEK terrorists in New York City
explicitly calling for the overthrow of the Iranian government.
While the Western media repeatedly frames these calls within a
context of “peaceful” revolution, it is clear from events in Libya
and Syria that the “revolution” will be just another episode of
violent, attempted U.S.-backed regime change.
Refusing to condemn this as a terrorist act could be an indication that many more attacks are planned and are planned to
look like another “revolution” or “uprising” rather than the state
sponsored terrorism it really is.
What can be the real goal of the attack perpetrators at
this time?
A: Like in Syria, the U.S. seeks an engineered, violent overthrow of the Iranian government. It is going to do this by using
its extensive control over the media to portray state sponsored
terrorism as a “popular uprising.” The terrorists themselves
have no chance of accomplishing their goals. But those using
terrorists to create chaos they can leverage toward coercing or
overthrowing a targeted government, have much to gain from
an attack like in Ahvaz, and more like it. Thus the goal of those
sponsoring the terrorists behind the Ahvaz attack is to create the
illusion of an indigenous insurgency - when in reality it is foreign
state-sponsored terrorism aimed at regime change.
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Apt in Jordan
5th floor 105 sq.m, 2 Bdrs. furn
elevator, storage
$700
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in a Garden Tower in Dezashib
8th floor, 180 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
3 bathrooms, fully furn, spj
servant , storage, parking spot
$2500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Valiasr
almost new, 1th floor, 110 sq.m 2
Bdrs, furn, balcony, elevator
parking spot
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Super luxury Apt in Elahieh
new building, several apts with 2
Bdrs. To 4 Bdrs., furn & unfurn
balcony, nice lobby gym saloon
spj, parking spot unbelievable
360° view
diplomatic building
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa in Darous
3 floors, 640 sq.m, swimming pool
6 parking spots, yard
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Best Office in Valiasr
several administrative offices from
105 sq.m to 350 sq.m
nice lobby, could be flat or office
lots parking spot, guest parking
spots, full of foreign companies
good access to highway
near to Mellat Park
Price negotiable
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa in Zafaranieh
730 sq.m with one suit
7 Bdrs., unfurn, servant parking
spot, green yard, $6500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Commercial Building in
Saadat Abad
new, totally around 3000 sq.m built
up, unbelievable building
each floor 1500 sq.m, flat
180 parking spots
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa in Ajudaniye
2 floors, 315 sq.m & 300 sq.m
furn, equipped kitchen swimming
pool, sauna
parking spot, gym, $4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Villa in Valiasr-Park way
triplex villa, 500 sq.m built up 600
sq.m land, 5 Bdrs., modern
renovated, BBQ, garden
servant quarter, luxury furn
outdoor pool, cozy & beautiful
$12000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Pasdaran
5th floor, 76 sq.m,2 Bdrs
fully furn, elevator
parking spot, $800
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Luxury Villa in the North
duplex, 1200 sq.m built up
2000 sq.m land, 5 Bdrs., big
saloon servant, indoor pool, spj
renovated, beautiful and green
garden, semi furn, $18000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in the best area in Kamranieh
7th floor, 250 sq.m, 3 Bdrs. lobby
fully furn & unfurn excellent view
$4500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa in Farmanieh
duplex villa, 650 sq.m built up
5 Bdrs., semi furn, renovated
garden, pool, parking spot $7500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

021 2265 65 23
www.planbartar.com
Zafaranieh,
1600sqm villa
with 2 separate
units, 1200sqm
duplex+200sqm,
an outdoor pool,
super luxurious,
for embassies and
embassadors

PRIVATE PARKING LOT
Jahan Hotel (Exelsior) – Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani
Crossroads – Valiasr St. Tell: 6 6 4 7 6 8 5 5

Whole Building in Pasdaran
almost new, 5 floors, each floor 2
apts, 10 apts totally, 90 sq.m to 100
sq.m, storage, parking spots
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole Building in Jordan
3 floors, 500 sq.m land, totally
650 sq.m built up, swimming pool
renovated, $7000
Suitable for
Embassies, International companies
& Guesthouses
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole Building in Jordan
3 floors, 900 sq.m totally
outdoor pool, parking spot, yard
$11000
Suitable for
Residency & Embassy
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Zafaranieh,
170sqm,
2bdrms+1suite, SPJ,
racket ball gym, full
furnished, great
view, 1000sqm
lobby

Indian Restaurant

SEPTEMBER 26, 2018

Evin,Hashtroodi
72sqm,1bdr, ff
Roofgarden, gym,
24h concirege
1200$.

09123440817

Villa / Apt in Elahieh
2th floor, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs
luxury furn, nice garden
parking spot
$4000 negotiable
Suitable for Diplomats
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Niavaran
250 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., balcony
furn & unfurn
nice view, spj, parking spot
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Office in Valiasr
from 250 sq.m up to 7000 sq.m
commercial office, ready for
renting to foreign companies
lobby, lots parking spots
good access to highway
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Elahieh
just 5 floors, each floor one Apt, 2th
floor, 270 sq.m
4 Bdrs., fully furn, lobby parking
spot, spj, nice balcony
$4200
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Jordan
5th floor,120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, lobby, parking spot
diplomatic building
$1500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Suite in Elahieh
40 sq.m, good access
$1500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
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Eating when full: A battle
between two brain signals

Why does desire to keep eating overpower
the signal that says we are full? New research
discovers that it involves a struggle between
two neighboring groups of brain cells in which
the brain’s opioid system also has a role.
Why do we continue to eat when we are
already full?
It also found that the drug naloxone, by
blocking the opioid system, halted overeating.
The study, which features in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, was carried out on mice, but
the scientists believe that the findings
will help us better understand similar
mechanisms in humans.
“Our work,” explains senior study author
Prof. Huda Akil, a neuroscientist in the Department of Psychiatry at the University of
Michigan Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience Institute in Ann Arbor, “shows
that the signals of satiety — of having had
enough food — are not powerful enough to
work against the strong drive to eat, which
has strong evolutionary value.”
Being overweight or obese increases the
risk of developing several long-lasting conditions, such as cardiovascular diseases and
type 2 diabetes, as well as cancer.
Carrying too much weight is a worldwide public health problem, affecting lowand middle-income countries as well as
high-income ones.
World Health Organization (WHO) estimates from 2016 suggest that 39 percent
of adults globally are overweight and 13
percent are obese.
Need to understand brain mechanisms
The pressure to better understand drivers of obesity — such as the brain’s role in
regulating eating — has never been greater.
Among these, note the study authors, are
“the mechanisms that modulate both the
initiation and the cessation of feeding.”
Prof. Akil and her colleagues focused on
two small groups of adjacent nerve cells,
or neurons, in the hypothalamus, which
is a small brain region that is involved in
several functions, such as the control of
“motivated behaviors.”
A gene that encodes an anti-inflammatory

Carrying too much weight is a worldwide
public health problem, affecting low- and
middle-income countries as well as highincome ones. World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates from 2016 suggest
that 39 percent of adults globally are
overweight and 13 percent are obese.
protein also promotes “good” gut bacteria that
protect against obesity and insulin resistance.
The two cell groups are called pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) and agouti-related
peptide (AgRP) cells. They reside in a region
of the hypothalamus known as the arcuate
nucleus (Arc).
Scientists already knew that the two groups
and the Arc were somehow involved in the
“control of feeding.”
Indeed, in previous work, some of the
team had already revealed that on receipt
of certain signals, POMC neurons act “like a

brake” on eating and AgRP neurons act like
the gas pedal — especially when a lot of time
has elapsed since the last feed.
’Applying the gas and brake pedals together’
What remained unclear, however, was
how these two groups interacted. A tool called
optogenetics helped the investigators map
the mechanism’s signals by using laser light
to activate and deactivate selected cells in
mice that were overeating.
They revealed that when they activated
POMC cells, this also activated nearby AgRP
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CDC: Alzheimer’s, dementia
rate expected to double
by 2060

cells. This meant that the gas pedal and the
brake on feeding were engaged at the same
time, and the result was that the gas pedal won.
“When both are stimulated at once, AgRP
steals the show,” Prof. Akil explains.
With a different optogenetic method, the
scientists saw that they could trigger POMC
cells without activating nearby AgRP cells.
This led to a rapid and “significant decrease”
in the mice’s eating.
Using a visualization tool, they also made
detailed maps of the pathways involved. They
produced a 3-D map of pathways that begin in POMC and AgRP. Once active, these
signaling routes trigger either the feeling of
fullness or an urge to eat.
In further tests, the investigators explored
the signals that are “downstream” of POMC
and AgRP cell activation, revealing that their
influence extends widely in the brain, encompassing even regions in the cortex that
control perception, memory, and attention.
The opioid system has a role
In a final set of experiments, the team
revealed that activating AgRP also switches
on the brain’s opioid system. Giving the rodents the opioid receptor blocker naloxone
stopped the feeding behavior.
“This suggests that the brain’s own
endogenous opioid system may play a
role in wanting to eat beyond what is
needed,” notes Prof. Akil.
Typically, studies into the metabolic drivers of eating and overeating tend to focus on
hormones such as ghrelin and leptin.
These findings, however, suggest that brain
circuits, or “neural systems,” also appear to
play an important role.
These could be reacting to emotional,
social, and perceptual signals. Prof. Akil
urges for further research into this aspect
of overeating.
“There’s a whole industry built on enticing you to eat, whether you need it or not,
through visual cues, packaging, smells, and
emotional associations. People get hungry just looking at them, and we need to
study the neural signals involved in those
attentional, perceptional mechanisms that
drive us to eat.”
(Source: Medical News Today)

The report says the increase will be driven by longer lifespans
and minority population growth.
Alzheimer’s disease is a top killer of older Americans, and
is irreversible.

The share of Americans with Alzheimer’s disease and related
dementias is expected to more than double by 2060 as people
increasingly survive into older adulthood, according to a study
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
An estimated 5 million older adults had Alzheimer’s or a related dementia in 2014, and by 2060 that figure is expected to
rise to 13.9 million, or about 3.3 percent of the U.S. population,
according to the report, which evaluated health claims data for
more than 28 million Medicare beneficiaries.
Alzheimer’s – the fifth-leading cause of death for adults 65
and older and the sixth-leading cause of death for Americans
overall – destroys memory and cognitive functioning and poses
a greater risk as people age.
“Early diagnosis is key to helping people and their families
cope with loss of memory, navigate the health care system, and
plan for their care in the future,” CDC Director Robert Redfield
said in a statement.
The report also highlights stark racial and ethnic disparities
among those who develop dementia. Among adults 65 and older,
an estimated 13.8 percent of black Americans had Alzheimer’s or
another form of dementia in 2014, compared with 12.2 percent
of Hispanics, 10.3 percent of whites and 8.4 percent of Asians
and Pacific Islanders.
By 2060, 3.2 million Hispanics and 2.2 million African-Americans will be burdened by Alzheimer’s or a related disorder, the
study said, with that increase driven in large part by non-white
population growth that will far outpace that of the white population.
“Given that some states have higher proportions of minority
populations, this report can help support policy development
and mobilize partnerships that specifically account for the disease burden in minority populations … (and) support efforts
to develop a culturally competent workforce of health care
providers of all types,” the study said.
(Source: usnews.com)
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Jordan

Elahiyeh

From 50 to 8000 sq.m available

Jordan,

4 Bdrs,fully

Triplex-800 sq.m built up,1000

With all facilities in different

4-storey building,1000 sq.m,

sq.m land,Semi-furn,7

areas

furn,260sq.m,spj,$3000
Jordan

Bdrs,spj,$9000

3Bdrs,fully furn,2nd fl.,250

Nobody does it better

sq.m,spj,,$2500
Zaferaniyeh
Darous
2Bdrs,fully furn,3rd fl.,brand
new,100 sqm,lobby

Duplex, 4 Bdrs,unfurn,350

Apartment-villa
French-style

Niavaran

garden,500 sq.m built up
area,indoor spj,4Bdrs,fully
furn,triplex,$15000

Valiasre-Bagheferdos
3 Bdrs,fully furn,brand
new,5th fl., 150 sq.m ,indoor

Darous

spj,$1900

1000 sq.m land,400 sq.m built

Mirdamad-Naft

up area, flat.4 Bdrs,spj.$7000

3 Bdrs.fully furn,5th fl.,200
sq.m, $ 2000
Close to Paladium Shopping

Jordan

Zaferaniyeh

100 sq.m,3

Triplex villa,800 sq.m,built

rooms,parking,brand new

up,1000 sq.m land,12

3rd fl.,$1700

Since: 1987

مالکین محرتم امالک مسکونی و اداری شام را
جهت اجاره به خارجی نیازمندیم

Jordan

center

850 sq.m land,500 sq.m

3Bdrs,180 sq.m,fully

built up,5 Bdrs,spj,furn/

furn,lobby,sp,garden,$2000

unfurn,duplex,$7000

rooms,$8500
Niavaran

Valiasre

Triplex villa,2000 sq.m

150 sq.m brand new, all

land,600 sq.m built up ,spj,all

facilities,5th fl.,$2300

2000 sq.m land,green

3Bdrs,fully furn 360 sq.m.sp,
5000

09121081212

sq.m,spj,$8000

1600
Zaferaniyeh-Yekta,

Mr. Shahin

all facilities,$10000

facilities,$15000
Darous

Tel: 22723121

tehranfirstchoice@gmail.com

We give service with a
difference…We care!
Long & Short term rentals
Purchase Properties
FURNISHED - UNFURNISHED
Villa-Apartment-OfficeBuilding

Vozara

Duplex villa,600 sq.m built

250 sq.m,all facilities

up,1000 sq.m land ,all

8th fl.,,$4000

facilities,$8000
Other areas:

Mirdamad-Naft

Farmaniyeh

120 sq.m,6th fl., $1700

Aghdasiyeh
Shahrak Gharb

vanak
shariati

Shariati-Pasdaran
Valiasre
Tajrish

pasdaran

Jordan

shahrak gharb

Vanak

saadatabad

Arjantin

4000-3000-5000-4000-1000
sq.m,full,reasonable price

nice cases ready to move in.

Zafar…
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Iran to provide training
courses for launching stem
cell center in Syria
TEHRAN (MNA) — According to a Memorandum of Understanding which was signed between the officials of the two
countries on Monday, Iranian experts will provide specialist
training courses for Syrian physicians to establish a stem cell
transplant center in Damascus.

Syrian Ambassador to Iran Adnan Mahmoud (r) and the chancellor of TUMS Abbasali Karimi exchange MOUs for establishment a stem cell transplant center in Damascus on Monday.
The document was signed between Tehran University of Medical Science (TUMS) and Damascus-based Children’s University Hospital in Tehran with Syrian Ambassador to Iran Adnan
Mahmoud in attendance.
As per the document, two Syrian specialists who have educated
in France, along with four nurses and laboratory scientists will
receive specialist training for launching a stem cell transplant
center in the Children’s University Hospital of Syria.
Appreciating the efforts for preparing the document, Syrian
envoy said that this MoU will facilitate further academic cooperation between the two countries.
The Chancellor of TUMS Abbasali Karimi, for his part, pointed out the excellent level of political and strategic cooperation
between the two countries but also mentioned the inadequacies
felt in cultural, scientific, and educational sectors. Touching upon
TUMS’ capabilities, he also said that the university is ready to
enhance cooperation with Syria in other scientific areas as well.

SOCIALLY SAFE
Safety tips for internet calls

SEPTEMBER 26, 2018

Space tech, domestic industry
should be connected: minister
TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — The connection of
d
e
s
k space technology to the domestic
industry should be on high agenda for the Iranian
Space Agency (ISA) and the Iranian Space Research
Center (ISRC), the information and communication
technology (ICT) minister has said.
Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi made the remarks during a visit to the ISRC on Sunday.
He called the ISRC as one of the main supporters
of the ISA in development of space technology.
The ISRC is a research center affiliated to the
presidency and with the ISA, which is affiliated with
the ICT ministry; they are the main organizations
carrying space research and operations in Iran.
Azari Jahromi called the ISRC as the key manager
in the field of space-related research and to coordinate universities active in this field, Mehr reported.
He highlighted the importance of application of
space technology in everyday life of people, saying
that ordinary people should be aware of the importance of this kind of technology.
He said that the government do its best to provide budgets for space-related projects in order to
accomplish them.
ISA urge state-run organizations to boost
space-based marketing
The ISA has urged 48 state-run organizations to
provide their required satellite service via the Agency.
Space data and space-based marketing improve
the agriculture economy, the ISA director Morteza
Barari said.
He named the Ministry of Agriculture, the Department of Environment, and the National Disaster
Management Organization as some of the organizations which can benefit from services provided
by the ISA.

Iranian knowledge-based firms to boost
ties with Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan

Science and technology park established
in Ardebil

Voice over IP (VoIP) or internet telephony services are very
inexpensive and convenient. They use Internet Protocol (IP) to
transmit calls – in other words using your internet connection.
There are three main types of VoIP service:
Basic, where you simply plug a standard phone handset,
headset or microphone and speakers into your VoIP-configured wireless hub to make low-cost internet calls.
Managed, where a company provides you with a local
telephone number and you can receive as well as make calls.

The vice president for science and technology Sourena Sattari (middle) visits
a knowledge-based company in Ardebil on Monday

Skype, which also enables users to invite and form
contacts, create profiles, make video calls and share files.
As is the case with other internet-based services, you
need to take care with how you use VoIP.
The risks
There is a slight risk of eavesdropping because VoIP
works over public internet connections. However, the risk
is lower than that of using a conventional landline, which
can be easily snooped on.
If you are using VoIP for making calls between three or
more people where the dialup and access details are pre-arranged, anybody who can access these details (for example
by seeing the email) can also gain access to your call.
Fraudsters can request that you be their Skype
contact in order to:
Call or instant message you to perpetrate a scam or
fraud, normally by getting you to visit a fraudulent website
or download a malicious file containing a virus or spyware.
Access personal details on your profile and use them
dishonestly.
Share files or direct you to websites containing inappropriate or offensive content.
Safe Use of VoIP / Skype
If accessing your VoIP service requires you to use a
password, ensure you use strong passwords, and do not
disclose them to anyone else.
If your service includes a public profile, don’t put any
sensitive, private or confidential information in it.
When using Skype, be wary about whom you accept
contact requests from. Set up your service to allow connections only from people you know.
Quickly block nuisance and fraudulent users from further
contact with you and also report them for abuse.
If you think that you have been persuaded by anyone to
part with payment details, contact your bank or card issuer
immediately.
Check regularly with your VoIP website for updates
or patches.
Ensure you have effective and updated antivirus/antispyware software and firewall running.
Always log out of your VoIP service when you have finished
your call. Simply closing your browser may not automatically
finish your session.
Be aware that VoIP use depends on having mains power.
If there is a power cut or other problem with the equipment,
you will not be able to make calls, including emergency calls.
If accessing your VoIP service requires you to use a password,
ensure you use strong passwords, and do not disclose them
to anyone else.
(Source: getsafeonline.org)

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — A deld
e
s
k egation of Iranian
knowledge-based companies will
travel to Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan
to boost cooperation with the two
countries, Iran’s Tech-Export Services Corridor website announced.
Sponsored by the science and
technology vice presidency, the delegation is headed by the science and
technology vice president Sourena
Sattari.
Sattari has been invited by the
Uzbek minister of innovation de-

velopment Ibrohim Abdurakhmonov.
The event includes trade meetings with Uzbek and Kyrgyz knowledge-based companies and some trade
and industrial meetings as well.
The science and technology vice
presidency cover 70 percent of the
expenses of the knowledge-based
companies who participated at the
event.
The event will be held from October
22 to 24 in Tashkent, Uzbekistan,
and from October 24 26 in Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan.

What is burn rate?

Burn rate is a concept that every entrepreneur must become familiar with.
It’s a key measure of sustainability, or
how long your business can stay afloat
until sales rise. Stated differently, how
long can your company operate until
you run out of money?
The term is usually used in connection to a startup and indicates the rate
at which your company is consuming,
or burning, its financing or store of
venture capital to support operations
in excess of cash flow. It’s a measure
of negative cash flow, and it is most
often expressed in months, though in
a crisis it might be measured in weeks
or days.
Why the burn rate matters
There are two good reasons that

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — The scid
e
s
k ence and technology
park of Ardebil in northwestern Iran was
established during a ceremony on Monday.
The ceremony was attended by the
vice president for science and technology
Sourena Sattari.
The government support knowledge-based companies and technology
funds in order to improve resistance
economy, he said.
Sattari said that over 300,000 jobs are
created by the knowledge-based companies
in the country.

The knowledge-based companies can
benefit from some financial facilities provided by banks, he said.
He called the Ardebil province as a
source of creative human resource who
are active in different fields of science and
technology.
The universities have a great role in
entrepreneurship system and can transform the entrepreneurship ecosystem of
the society.
He said that the Ardebil science and
technology park should provide facilities for
all the entrepreneurs across the province.

A beginner’s guide to blockchain-part three

burn rate matters. The first is that it
tells you when you’re going to run out
of money.
The second is that investors look
at a startup company’s burn rate and
measure it against future revenues of the
company to decide if the company is a
worthwhile investment. If the burn rate is
greater than forecast or if the company’s
revenues are not growing as rapidly as
they are forecast to grow, then investors
may think the company is not a good
investment. It may be too risky.
You should calculate watch your
burn rate carefully, as many businesses,
such as those in technology, may take
a long time to find their market and
become profitable.
(Source: medium.com)

A network of nodes
A network of so-called computing “nodes”
make up the blockchain.
Node: Computer connected to the
blockchain network using a client that
performs the task of validating and relaying
transactions gets a copy of the blockchain,
which gets downloaded automatically upon
joining the blockchain network.
Together they create a powerful second-level network, a wholly different vision
for how the internet can function.
Every node is an “administrator” of
the blockchain, and joins the network
voluntarily (in this sense, the network is
decentralized). However, each one has an
incentive for participating in the network:
the chance of winning Bitcoins.
Nodes are said to be “mining” Bitcoin,

but the term is something of a misnomer.
In fact, each one is competing to win Bitcoins by solving computational puzzles.
Bitcoin was the raison d’etre of the blockchain as it was originally conceived. It’s
now recognized to be only the first of many
potential applications of the technology.
There are an estimated 1600 Bitcoin-like
cryptocurrencies (exchangeable value tokens)
already available. As well, a range of other potential adaptations of the original blockchain
concept are currently active, or in development.
Larry Summers, Former U.S. Secretary
of the Treasury said that “Bitcoin has the
same character a fax machine had. A single fax machine is a doorstop. The world
where everyone has a fax machine is an
immensely valuable thing.”
(Source: blockgeeks.com)
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How genome study can save otters,
eagles and lonely featherworts
Carrington’s featherwort is an unusual
plant by any standards. Tiny, between
2cm and 5cm in height, it clusters on high
ground in north-west Scotland. Crucially,
every single plant found in this secluded
Caledonian enclave is male. By contrast,
the only other substantial colonies known
to botanists are located in the Himalayas
– and are made up of females.
Carrington’s featherwort would now be
extinct were it not for the fact that the species can also propagate nonsexually. New
plants form out of fragments of existing
featherworts, producing colonies of clones.
The “trouble is that populations created
this way may well lack genetic variation,
leaving them vulnerable to infestations
or ecological damage,” says Dan Mead,
a geneticist at the Sanger Institute near
Cambridge. “It is a worry.”
The plant’s entire genome
But hope is at hand for Scotland’s lonely gentlemen featherworts. Next week,
the center’s scientists will announce that
they have sequenced the plant’s entire
genome, allowing them to assess the
genetic health of its colonies and even
consider cross-breeding programs to
reinvigorate them.
Nor will Carrington’s featherwort be the
only beneficiary of this research. Wellcome
Sanger scientists will also declare that they
have unravelled the entire complements

of genes belonging to a further 24 specimens of British wildlife. These include the
golden eagle, the turtle dove and the king
scallop, as well as lesser-known species

such as the Roesel’s bush cricket and the
northern February red stonefly.
Cutting-edge science should bring significant benefits to these species which in

Carrington’s featherwort would now be
extinct were it not for the fact that the
species can also propagate nonsexually.
New plants form out of fragments
of existing featherworts, producing
colonies of clones.

many cases are under threat from climate
change, invading predators and loss of
habitat. An example is provided by information about the golden eagle’s genome,
which should help conservationists pick
healthy pairs when planning reintroductions of birds – as in a program being
considered for southern Scotland.
Wellbeing of wildlife
“We started the 25 Genomes Project
as part of our celebrations for the Sanger
center’s 25th birthday, which is later this
year,” said Julia Wilson, the institute’s
associate director. “We decided to show
what sequencing could do, not just for
human health, but for the wellbeing of
wildlife across the country.”
The fact that Sanger scientists have
succeeded and have sequenced the genomes of 25 species in less than a year is
a remarkable achievement on its own. It
took 10 years to sequence the first human
genome two decades ago at a cost of several billion pounds. This time researchers
took a mere 10 months to sequence genomes of 25 species and at a fraction of
the human genome project’s price tag. “It
is not the case that the species we chose
had little genomes and so were easier to
sequence,” added Mead. “Some turned
out to be bigger than a human genome,
it transpired.
(Source: The Guardian)

Ancient Mars likely did have the conditions
for life, researchers say

New earthquake risk model could better
inform disaster planning

It’s one of the biggest questions in the Solar
System: was there ever life on Mars? And,
if yes, will we ever find evidence for it?
We still don’t have the answers, but new
research has revealed a promising place
to look for clues.
Instead of scouring the dusty plains and
mountains, maybe we should look under
the ground, below the Martian surface.
According to planetary scientists at
Brown University, the breakdown of water molecules in rocks on Mars likely produced enough chemical energy to sustain
a population of chemosynthetic microbes
for hundreds of millions of years.
“We showed, based on basic physics and
chemistry calculations, that the ancient
Martian subsurface likely had enough
dissolved hydrogen to power a global
subsurface biosphere,” said planetary
scientist Jesse Tarnas.
Habitable zone
“Conditions in this habitable zone would
have been similar to places on Earth where
underground life exists.”
There’s evidence in the rocks on Mars
that the dry and dusty planet held abundant
water long ago - although there’s some
debate about whether it flowed on the
surface or underground.
In fact, the same is true today. What
seemed to be evidence of water flows on
Mars is not conclusive at all; yet other evidence suggests that there’s a lot of water
hanging around under the surface.
And if there was - or is - water on the
Red Planet, computer simulations run by
the researchers suggest that could have
made hospitable conditions for a life-form
similar to one found right here on Earth.
They’re called subsurface lithoautotrophic microbial ecosystems, or SLiMEs,
and they consist of communities of microorganisms that live deep under the
ground, in the dark.

Researchers have developed a new way to
model seismic risk, which they hope will
better inform disaster risk reduction planning in earthquake-prone areas.
The study, led by academics from Durham University’s Department of Geography,
has developed a methodology that assesses
seismic risk by looking at multiple earthquake scenarios and identifying impacts
that are common to multiple scenarios.
This approach, which the team calls ‘ensemble modelling’, allows the researchers
to estimate whether particular impacts are
specific to certain earthquakes, or occur
irrespective of the location or magnitude
of an earthquake.
The team hopes that this method will
provide contingency planners with a more
complete picture of earthquake risk and
potentially help guide the use of limited
resources available for earthquake risk
reduction.
The ensemble modelling method is novel
as it goes beyond the standard probabilistic (identifying all possible earthquake
scenarios at a given site) and deterministic
(worst-case-event) approaches, focusing
instead on the impacts of multiple possible
earthquake scenarios.
Dr. Tom Robinson, Durham University
Department of Geography, said: “Earthquakes remain one of the deadliest natural
hazards in the world and are a significant
planning challenge for governments and
aid agencies.
“Traditional assessments of seismic risk
focus primarily on improving understanding
of earthquake hazard, in terms of potential ground shaking but for contingency
planning, it is the potential impacts of an
earthquake that are of more importance.
“Our method provides critical information on the likelihood, and probable scale,
of impacts in future earthquakes. We hope
this can help better inform how governments

Because they’re far from the warmth
and light of the Sun, which triggers photosynthesis, the process on which most
life on Earth depends, SLiMEs rely on a
different mechanism for energy.
Inorganic compounds
It’s called chemosynthesis; and chemolithotrophic lifeforms, as they are known,
use energy stored in the chemical bonds of
inorganic compounds such as hydrogen
sulfide or hydrogen gas to produce carbohydrates from carbon dioxide.
On Mars, conditions are less hospitable.
But the research team determined that
radioactive elements in Mars’ crust could
have driven radiolysis - the process whereby
radiation breaks water down into hydrogen and oxygen. This could have produced
enough hydrogen to sustain a horde of
hungry Martian SLiMEs.
“We know that radiolysis helps to provide energy for underground microbes on
Earth,” said planetary scientist Jack Mustard, “so what Jesse did here was to pursue
the radiolysis story on Mars.”
Because the decay rates of these elements are known constants, the team
could then calculate how much of them
were in the crust 4 billion years ago. This
radioactive decay would also have driven
the radiolytic breakdown of water.
(Source: sciencealert.com)

and aid agencies direct limited disaster
mitigation resources, for example how
they distribute resources geographically.”
The research team hope that the ensemble modelling method will help planners to
better understand where risks are greater,
for example because of the relative vulnerability of communities, or their location
in relation to identified likely earthquake
impacts, and direct resources in a more
targeted, informed way.
For modelling approach
As part of their study the research team
worked with colleagues at Nepal’s National
Society of Earthquake Technology to use
Nepal as a case study for their modelling
approach.
Together the team modelled fatalities
from 90 different scenario earthquakes and
established whether or not the impacts where
specific to a certain scenario.
“This suggests that planning for the
worst-case scenario in Nepal may place
an unnecessarily large burden on the limited
resources available.
“Our results also showed that the most
at-risk districts are predominantly in rural
western Nepal and that there are around
9.5 million Nepalese people who live in
districts that are at a higher seismic risk
than the capital, Kathmandu.
(Source: eurekalert.org)
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Birds’ voiceboxes are odd
ducks: new study
Birds’ voiceboxes are in their chests instead of their throats like
mammals and reptiles. Scientists aren’t sure how or why birds evolved
these unique voiceboxes, but a new study sheds some light on how
they came about. Similarities in the windpipes of birds, crocodiles,
cats, mice, and salamanders suggest that birds’ weird voiceboxes
might have arisen from a windpipe reinforcement. From this, scientists can learn about the sounds bird ancestors -- dinosaurs -- made.
Birds sing from the heart. While other four-limbed animals
like mammals and reptiles make sounds with voiceboxes in their
throats, birds’ chirps originate in a unique vocal organ called the
syrinx, located in their chests. No other animals have a syrinx, and
scientists aren’t sure how or when it evolved. In a new study in the
Proceedings of the Natural Academy of Science, an interdisciplinary
team of developmental biologists, evolutionary morphologists, and
physiologists examined the windpipes of birds, crocodiles, salamanders, mice, and cats to learn more about how syrinxes evolved. Their
findings seem to confirm: the syrinx is an evolutionary odd duck.
But it might have arisen from a reinforcement at the bottom of the
windpipe that we still see in many other animals.
“Birds have a unique organ in their airway to produce sounds
-- it’s like a flute,” says Chad Eliason, a postdoctoral researcher at
Chicago’s Field Museum and co-first author of the study. “We don’t
know where that organ came from, how and why it evolved. But in
this study, when we zoomed out and looked at the windpipes of
other animals, we found deep similarities that we didn’t expect.”
Mammals, birds, and reptiles all have a trachea -- a tube connecting the nose and mouth to the lungs. And we all have a larynx
-- a hollow, muscular organ at the top of that tube that helps air pass
through to the lungs and keeps food from falling into the airway.
(Source: Science Daily)

Female termite colonies
reproduce without
males, team finds
Scientists have found female termites in remote, coastal parts
of Japan that can reproduce without the need for male mates.
Some glyptotermes nakajimai termites, which populate pieces
of dead wood, can produce offspring in the absence of males,
according to researchers at University of Sydney and Kyoto
University.
The vast majority of species reproduce sexually (commonly
known as mating), and both males and females partake in social
activities, the authors of the study published in the journal BMC
Biology wrote. Even in most termite species, populations of male
and female workers and soldiers are the norm, and males are
crucial to reproduction.
“Our paper is the first demonstration that termites can do away
with males completely by the evolution of an asexual lineage,
and get along fine just with females,” Dr. Toshihisa Yashiro, of
the School of Life and Environmental Sciences at the University
of Sydney, told Newsweek.
Examining the spermathecae—an organ where sperm is stored—
of the queens in the all-female population, the team noticed the
sacks were empty but the creatures were reproducing regardless.
Instead, females reproduce parthenogenetically: where the embryo
grows and develops without being fertilized. In contrast, sperm
had collected in the spermathecae of the mix-population queens.
The asexual termites looked different, too. Their soldier populations, which were smaller in number than generally seen in
termites, shared the same heads size, indicating they are more
efficient, according to the authors. This in turn likely aids their
population growth.
And as only females are required to reproduce, the quirk of
asexuality enables all-female populations to grow at twice the rate
of sexual populations, said Yashiro. This spike in the growth rate
makes it easier for the termites to entrench themselves in new
habitats.
(Source: Newsweek)

Highly hazardous Katla volcano
to erupt, scientists warn
The highly hazardous Katla volcano in Iceland is ready to erupt
for the first time in 100 years, with a massive explosion that
experts fear could be worse than the 2010 eruption of the Eyjafjallajokull volcano.
The Katla volcano has previously been identified as one of
the most active volcanoes in Iceland, with major activity levels
after earthquakes in the area last year. The volcano’s eruption,
scientists say, is not a matter of “if,” but rather of “when.”

How a molecular signal helps plant cells decide when to make oil
A study at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Brookhaven
National Laboratory identifies new details of how a sugarsignaling molecule helps regulate oil production in plant
cells. As described in a paper appearing in the journal The
Plant Cell, the work could point to new ways to engineer
plants to produce substantial amounts of oil for use as
biofuels or in the production of other oil-based products.
The study builds on previous research led by Brookhaven
Lab biochemist John Shanklin that established clear links

between a protein complex that senses sugar levels in plant
cells (specifically a subunit called KIN10) and another
protein that serves as the “on switch” for oil production
(WRINKLED1). Using this knowledge, Shanklin’s team
recently demonstrated that they could use combinations
of genetic variants that increase sugar accumulation in
plant leaves to drive up oil production. The new work
provides a more detailed understanding of the link between
sugar signaling and oil production, identifying precisely

which molecules regulate the balance and how.
“If you were a cell, you’d want to know if you should be
making new compounds or breaking existing ones down,”
said Shanklin. “Making oil is demanding; you want to make
it when you have lots of energy — which in cells is measured
by the amount of sugar available. By understanding how
the availability of sugar drives oil production, we hope to
find ways to get plants to boost the priority of making oil.”
(Source: phys.org)

IKCO’s New Board of Directors
The new board members of IKCO were appointed
for two years.
Mohammad Reza Feiz Bakhsh as Chairman
of the Board, Ali Askari as Deputy Chairman of
the Board, Hashem Yekehzare as Member of the

Board and CEO and Abbas Maleki Tehrani and
Amir Abbas Hosseini as Members of the Board
of Directors were elected for a two-year period
in the company’s general assembly.
It should be noted that IKCO’s general as-

sembly was held in the presence of more than
86% of the company’s shareholders on July 19th.
Based on the votes counted, the Cooperative
Company of Iran’s Development and Renovation
Organization, Iran’s Industrial Management

Organization, Salim Investment Company,
Iranian Hami Tejarat Electronic Company
and Pouya Namayan Rasta Company were
also elected as the legal members of IKCO’s
Board of Directors.

IRANOL Oil Co.’s Sales Volume Up by 40% in H1: CEO
Chief Executive of IRANOL Oil Company
revealed the considerable 40 percent hike
in sales volume of motor engines in the first
half of the current Iranian calendar year
in 1397 (March 21 – Sept. 21), the Public
Relations Dept. of the company reported.
Eng. Isa Es’haghi CEO of the company
said, “producing and selling various types
of engine oil in IRANOL Oil Company in

the first half of the current year increased
as much as 40 percent as compared to the
last year’s corresponding period.”
He strongly denied the 40 percent price
hike of various types of lubricants and engine oils and said, “four major oil producing
companies in cooperation with the Organization to Supoer Producers and Consumers
embarked on increasing cost price of engine

oil as much as nine percent (9%).”
For the first time in the country and in
line with increasing quality of engine oil,
the company unveiled four of its top products, observing requirements of international standards, in the current year, total
of which hit the consumer market, CEO of
the company maintained.
Eng. Es’haghi emphasized, “according

to the strategies delineated in 2025 Outlook
Plan, the company will increase its share
at the domestic market and will focus on
exporting products.”
In the past four years, IRANOL market
share of selling motor oils increased from
19 percent to 27 percent before termination
of the last year (ended March 20, 2018), the
CEO of company concluded.

Scientists have issued a warning that the highly hazardous
Katla volcano in Iceland is preparing to erupt, according to signs
that they have detected.
The cone of Katla is hidden underneath a glacier on a 5,000foot peak, which makes it more difficult to monitor its volcanic
activity. However, airborne measurements have revealed that
Katla has released carbon dioxide on a massive scale, which indicates that its magma chambers are filling up to prepare for a
volcanic eruption.
“There is no way of telling when it will erupt, just that it will,”
said Icelandic Meteorological Office volcanic hazards coordinator
Sarah Barsotti.
Katla is one of the largest volcanic sources of carbon dioxide
on Earth, responsible for up to 5 percent of total global volcanic
emissions. It is releasing dozens of kilotons of carbon dioxide
daily, causing concerns that it may eclipse the eruption of the
Eyjafjallajokull volcano eight years ago.
When Eyjafjallajokull erupted in 2010, thousands of passengers were stranded because the ash plume from the volcano
suspended all air travel across Europe. Scientists are wary that
Katla’s eruption will have the same effect, though it will depend
on the intensity once the eruption actually happens and the direction of winds at the time.
(Source: Tech Times)
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Leopard cubs seen in
north-central Iran

Mehdi Chalani

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — Three leopard cubs have been
d
e
s
k spotted in Parvar protected area, north-central
Semnan province, which is home to one-third of all species of
mammals in Iran, Tasnim reported on Tuesday.
“While an environmentalist photographer accompanied by
rangers, were visiting and patrolling the area, three Iranian leopards
have been observed walking across their range, so, he captured
the most unique photos of the precious animals,” the provincial
department of environment chief Abbas Ali Damangir has said.

A leopard sighting is usually about luck, but the odds can be
shortened considerably at the protected area of Parvar, which
is home to one-third of all species of mammals in Iran, as a wide
range of animal species including rams, ewes, ibex, bears, roe
deer, gazelles, leopards and wolves, live in this area.
Damangir further highlighted that the photos are proof of
two important points: one is that the leopards seem to be wellfed regarding their size which indicate a stable prey population
for the predators.
The other is that the animal seems to feel very safe despite
the presence of the rangers and photographers in their territory
which is also an evidence of perfect safety in the area, he explained.
“It is noteworthy to say that leopards are notoriously difficult
to film as they are shy and a bit of a loner,” he concluded.

Persian leopard is one of the nine sub-species of the world’s
leopards, which is considered to be the largest, and is among
the most endangered species in the Red List of the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). Reducing the species
feeding the leopards due to illegal hunting, changing habitats due
to road construction and mining activities, fire, domestic animal
hunting and illegal hunting of such precious species due to its skin
are among the reasons led to their being endangered. Although,
the largest population survived in Iran among the Middle East.
Earlier in September, three leopards have been spotted for the
first time at the Bakhtegan national park in Neyriz city located
in southern Fars province, IRNA reported.

LEARN ENGLISH
Going to the Doctor
Doctor Evans: Good afternoon Chloe, I’m Doctor Evans. What
seems to be the problem?
Chloe: Hi, Dr. Evans. Thanks for seeing me on such short notice.
When I woke up this morning I had a really sore throat and a
really bad cough. I think I am coming down with the flu.
Doctor Evans: Ah I see, yes you do sound rather croaky. Well
let’s have a look, shall we? Could you please open your mouth
and say “ah”?
Chloe: “Ahhhhhhhh”
Doctor Evans: Good, yes, your tonsils are a little swollen and
red. How are your ears, blocked at all?
Chloe: A little actually. My sinuses are a little blocked up as well
– I really feel terrible.
Doctor Evans: Ok Chloe, can you please breathe in and out slowly
for me while I listen to your chest? You really are all bunged up,
you don’t sound too good at all. Ok I’m going to set you up with
a bunch of antibiotics. You will need to take these orange pills
twice a day and these blue pills every evening. You will also have
to take this cough medicine three times a day after meals. Finally,
I am giving you an inhaler to use every time you feel breathless.
. . just to clear up your lungs!
Chloe: Whoa! So many drugs. . .. I hate swallowing pills. Am
I able to go to work?
Doctor Evans: Absolutely not! You are highly contagious! You
don’t want to infect the rest of your co-workers do you? I recommend staying in bed for at least three days and drinking plenty
of fluids so you don’t get weak and dehydrated. You can catch
up on all the latest TV shows and movies!
Chloe: Ok! Would you mind writing me a doctor’s note for
work, otherwise they may think I am faking it!
Doctor Evans: Ha-ha, sure not a problem! Here you are. Now
off you go and away to bed. If you have any questions just give
me a call! Feel better soon and take care.
Chloe: Thanks doc, bye!

Key vocabulary

come down with: get sick
swollen: some parts are bigger than others due to a certain
antibiotics: chemical substance that can kill a virus
contagious: having a sickness that other people can catch
dehydrated: not having enough water in the body
a doctor’s note: note from doctor explaining a patient›s absence due to sickness

Supplementary vocabulary

injection: a liquid injected into the body for medicinal purposes
by use of a needle
waiting room: a room for people to wait before going in to
see the doctor
stethoscope: instrument used for listening to sounds produced
within the body, such as the heartbeat
otoscope: instrument for examining the interior of the ear,
especially the eardrum, consisting essentially of a magnifying
lens and a light
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World Tourism Day highlights importance
of preserving history of a nation
ARTICLE

By Parham Janfeshan
CEO of the Revival Fund for
Cultural and Historic Sites

Speaking of Iranian history, the first thing
that comes to the mind is Cultural Heritage.
This social phenomenon is a heritage from far
back in the past and can determine a nation’s
history and civilization.
Iran, with such a rich history, is home to
more than 1 million historical monuments,
34,000 nationally registered sites and 23
world heritage sites, which is an indicative
of the greatness of this civilization and also
ample investment opportunities in Iranian
tourism industry.
By expanding its activities – including the
development of tourism infrastructures – the
Revival Fund for Cultural and Historic Sites
can play a key role in promoting tourism.
This has been implemented in other
countries throughout the world; for example, Paradores de Turismo Company in Spain
has managed to revive about 90 historic sites
and reap profit of 40 million Euros. These
experiences show that it is important to step
in this path and utilize the endless capacities
of the Revival Fund.
Nowadays, tourism has been able to claim
the third place among the most profitable
industries and the industry is still making
progress. International tourist arrivals grew
by a remarkable 7% in 2017 to reach a total
of 1.3 billion which can also be an expression
of international solidarity.
While last year, more than 1.3 billion tourists have passed the international borders,
international tourist arrivals are forecast to
reach 2 billion by 2050.

Takieh Mo’aven al-Molk, a sacred Shia shrine in western province of Kermanshah
This year, we are going to celebrate the
World Tourism Day when the U.S. sanctions
has put us in a special economic condition.
Meanwhile, Iranian oil exportation is facing
many problems; so, in such a situation, tourism
economy can be an appropriate substitution
for oil-dependent economy.
By entrusting historic buildings to the
private sector, the Revival Fund relies on the
unique capacities of Iran and tries to revive
and utilize these historic buildings to generate profit and consequently by developing
tourism infrastructure, create sustainable
employment opportunities, generate income,
improve inflow of foreign currency and provide
a remedy for the current economic conditions.
In order to upgrade the Revival Fund status
the Iranian Parliament has passed a law, so

that after ratification of the fund statute in
the cabinet of ministers it will be operating as
“the Fund for Development of Handicrafts,
Persian Carpet and Revival of Historic Sites”
and will continue its contributions.
There is no doubt that the realization of
this goal will pave the way for the Revival
Fund increased contributions in developing
tourism infrastructures and create a great
opportunity for entrepreneurship in order
to step toward a dynamic economy in local
communities.
Now, the members of staff at this institution
are trying to achieve the 2025 Tourism Vision
Plan, under which the country is expecting
to increase the number of tourism arrivals
to 20 million.
This is possible by taking some impor-

tant factors such as security, historic, natural
and cultural capacities into consideration.
Moreover the role of government in adopting policies which set the scene for tourism
growth due to its high profitability and investment return is undeniable. Therefore,
Iran can play a different role in tourism in
the Middle East and become a hot spot and
popular destination for tourists worldwide.
Activities such as the revival of historic
and cultural buildings by holding various
cultural events in these places is among the
most effective initiatives taken by the Revival
Fund this year within framework of long-term
plans. By presenting the intangible heritage,
food tourism and indigenous handicrafts of
various cities around the country in the revived
and entrusted buildings of the Fund, this
plan managed to help handicraft artists, carpet-makers and other people who can benefit
from this area present and introduce their
art in order to preserve and flourish these
invaluable heritages.
Regarding the development of tourism
infrastructures, currently 1,900 projects
are under construction with an investment
of more than 430 trillion rials (nearly $10
billion). It is estimated that at the end of
the current administration, 1,250 projects
will be completed. The share of the Revival
Fund totaled at 1 trillion rials (nearly $24
million) for 70 projects for the first half of the
year. However, it is planned to increase the
investment levels by the end of the current
year (March, 2018).
All these figures and statistics are indicative of the attempts to progress and develop
tourism industry in Iran and we hope that
in current conditions, Iran will experience
a significant upgrade in tourism to meet the
needs of the country and relieve the existing
economic hardships.

Second outbreak of ovine rinderpest
reported in Iran

Land subsidence a dire threat
to Tehran

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — Iran
d
e
s
k reported the second
outbreak of the highly contagious ovine
rinderpest over the past 6 months, haunting livestock in Taleqan county situated
in Alborz province, north of the country,
Tasnim reported on Tuesday.
Ovine rinderpest commonly known as
Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR) or sheep
and goat plague, is a highly contagious
animal disease affecting small ruminants.
Once introduced, the virus can infect up
to 90 percent of an animal heard, and the
disease kills anywhere from 30 to 70 percent of infected animals. The PPR virus
does not infect humans.
Unfortunately, the infectious disease
casualties in Taleqan amounted to 15, so
far, Fardin Hakimi, chief of the Alborz
province department of environment
(DOE) said.
“Due to the fact that wildlife is moving
and not staying in their habitats, there is a
possibility of transmission and spread of
the disease among wildlife and livestock
even in other provinces,” he warned.
Hakimi went on to say that a meeting was
held on controlling the disease chaired by
the head of National Disaster Management
Organization, and the representatives of
the Red Crescent Society, the Plan and
Budget Organization, and other related
officials, in attendance.
“Currently, experts and DOE’s forces
are conducting surveys in the infected region,” he said, adding that livestock are
being moved out of the region, in addition
to being vaccinated.
Rangers in the area are identifying
contaminated areas, burning carcasses
of infected animals and disinfecting the
lands and watering troughs, he highlighted.
The disease is expected to spread among
other wildlife populations of Alborz prov-

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — Depletion
d
e
s
k of groundwater resources and pumping water excessively out of
the ground at a faster rate that is replenished over the long-term have led to land
subsidence and constitute a serious threat
to Tehran.
Ismail Najjar, head of National Disaster Management Organization, said on
Monday that land subsidence in Tehran is
reported to be 22 centimeters per annum
stating that it is of great significance to stop
illegal overuse of groundwater resources
to slow down the process.
On June 17, 2016, a huge explosion
took place during an underground subway
tunnel excavation project early morning
in Shahran district, western Tehran, and
claimed two lives. The explosion created
a whole 50 meters deep in a 100-meter
area and caused some damages to the
adjacent residential buildings as well as
an office building.
While at first the accident was blamed
on subway workers who accidentally hit
the gas pipeline which resulted in the explosion, it was later announced that land
subsidence was the major culprit.
Accordingly the cabinet passed a law last
year tasking all responsible bodies, including
Energy Ministry, Water and Wastewater
Company, etc. to take necessary measures
to address land subsidence in the capital,
YJC quoted Najjar as saying.
He further highlighted that status reports indicate that land subsidence has
been slowed. However he didn’t provide
any further information on the progress.
Mehrdad Katal-Mohseni, an official
with Tehran province department of
environment, said that Varamin county,
southwestern Tehran, with 36 centimeters
annual subsidence is greatly in danger.
While only 40 percent of groundwa-

ince and Taleqan county, he regretted, adding, in this regard, it is necessary to take
urgent measures to contain the disease
and preventive measures must be taken
at the regions which are yet to be infected
with the disease.
“We call on all responsible bodies, environmentalists and locals to help control
the disease and reduce the mortality rate,”
he concluded.
Earlier in July, another outbreak of ovine
rinderpest has occurred in the southeastern
province of Kerman, which have killed
some 50 heads of rams and wild goats.
Moreover, Siamak Masoudi, head of
wildlife diseases office of the DOE said
that the disease was first spotted in Iran
in late 1370s (1997-2000), following the
smuggling of domestic livestock to the
country, which have taken the lives of
1,200 heads of precious wild ruminants,
over the past few years.
According to World Organization for
Animal Health (OIE), standard disease
control measures consisting of quarantine,
movement control, sanitary slaughter, and
cleaning and disinfection should be applied
to prevent or control the disease. The virus
is susceptible to most disinfectants. There
are no medications available to treat the
disease, but supportive treatment may decrease mortality. A vaccine is used where
the disease is established and it provides
good immunity.

ter resources must be withdrawn for agricultural purposes some 120 percent of
the groundwater is being pumped out of
wells in the area so that the soil collapses,
compacts, and drops, Katal-Mohseni said,
IRNA news agency reported on Tuesday.
Head of water affairs of Varamin county
Ahad Davoudi also said that there are 1,032
illegal wells in the area.
There are also 7,170 legal wells in the
region which pump some 124 million cubic
meters annually, he said, adding that only
70 illegal wells are closed down for good.
Davoudi explained that installing smart
water meters help users and responsible
organization to gauge usage, saying that
so far some 150 wells are equipped with
water meters in the region.
According to the California Water Science Center land subsidence is a gradual
settling or sudden sinking of the Earth’s
surface due to subsurface movement of
earth materials. The main causes are aquifer-system compaction, drainage and
decomposition of organic soils, underground mining, oil and gas extraction,
hydrocompaction, natural compaction,
sinkholes, and thawing permafrost.
Land subsidence can be problematic as
they can cause damage to buildings and
infrastructure such as roads and canals,
increased flood risk in low-lying areas, and
lasting damage to groundwater aquifers
and aquatic ecosystems.

ENGLISH IN USE
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Iranian zoos to be monitored online

باغ وحش های کشور آنالین پایش می شوند

The Department of Environment (DOE) will launch an online monitoring
system in zoos across the country, the Department of Environment’s
director general for hunting and fishing has said.
“Putting in place the necessary infrastructure for this plan is underway;
newly constructed zoos are supposed to have an online monitoring
system, and the old ones must launch the system as soon as possible,”
IRNA quoted Ali Teymouri as saying on Saturday.

:مدیــرکل حفاظــت و مدیریــت شــکار و صیــد ســازمان حفاظــت محیــط زیســت گفــت
پایــش آنالیــن بــاغ وحــش هــای کشــور جــزو برنامــه هــای ســازمان اســت و در حــال تهیه
.زیــر ســاخت بــرای اجــرای آن هســتیم
 باغ وحــش هایی:علــی تیمــوری روز شــنبه در گفــت و گــو بــا خبرنــگار علمــی ایرنــا افــزود
 مجموعه،کــه جدیــد احــداث مــی شــوند باید حتمــا سیســتم پایــش آنالین داشــته باشــند
.هــای قدیمــی نیــز بایــد هــر چــه ســریعتر ایــن سیســتم را راه انــدازی کنند

PREFIX/SUFFIX

PHRASAL VERB

IDIOM

“-escent, -escence”

Lap something up

Change of heart

Meaning: slightly, beginning or resembling
For example: Fluorescent lamps are about 2 to 4
times as efficient as incandescent lamps.

Meaning: to enjoy something without worrying about
whether it is good, true etc.
For example: The humor was lapped up by an appreciative crowd.

Explanation: to change attitude or feelings, especially
towards greater friendliness or cooperation
For example: He was against charity, but he had a
change of heart when he saw the plight of the homeless.
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Save the Children warns against
rising civilian casualties in Hudaydah
In the course of the three months,
1
there had been at least 349 civilian deaths
in the city, while the national total reached
685, the monitor’s figures showed.
“Save the Children field teams are meeting children who have suffered severe and
life-changing injuries caused by explosive
weapons, from airstrikes to landmines. Treating these injuries is particularly challenging
in Yemen, where the health system has all but
collapsed, prosthetics are hard to come by,
and there are few surgeons trained to treat
traumatic injuries,” the fund said.
The body’s CEO (chief executive officer)
Thorning-Schmidt said, “When children are
targeted and killed or when hunger is used
as a weapon of war, the world must speak
out and do everything in its power to hold
those responsible to account.”
He was speaking in New York, where the
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA)
is holding its 73rd session.
“Attacks on schools and hospitals are up
– safe spaces that should never be targeted.
This is a War on Children. The world seems
to be accepting an outrageous disregard for
the conventions of war, and children are
paying the price. It’s shocking that in the
21st Century we are retreating on a principle that is so simple – children should be
protected,” he added.
He also urged that all the parties concerned
to make earnest efforts towards bringing
about a political solution to the conflict.

Yemeni forces shoot down Saudi
reconnaissance drone in Hudaydah

Elsewhere, Yemeni army forces, supported
by allied fighters from Popular Committees,
have intercepted and targeted an unmanned

tees detonated two roadside bombs as the
former were travelling along a road in the
al-Maton district of Jawf province.
Two Yemeni civilians also lost their lives
and three others sustained injuries when the
Saudi regime warplanes bombarded an area
of the Zabid district in Hudaydah province.

aerial vehicle, belonging to the Saudi regime-led military coalition, as it was flying in
the skies over the country’s strategic western
province of Hudaydah.
An unnamed Yemen military source said
Yemeni air defense forces and their allies shot
down the drone as it was on a reconnaissance
mission north of the al-Durayhimi district
on Monday afternoon.

Three Saudi regime soldiers
slain in clashes with Yemeni forces

Meanwhile, the Saudi regime authorities
have confirmed the loss of three servicemen
during clashes with Yemeni troopers and
Popular Committees fighters in Yemen’s
northern province of al-Jawf.
The pro-government Shohada al-Vajeb
(Martyrs of the Military Service) group, which

Ethiopian authorities arrested more than 1,200 people after
violence erupted in and around the capital this month, a
senior police official said, three times more than earlier
estimates.
Twenty-eight people died, the head of the capital’s police commission, Degfie Bedi, said, raising the death count
from 23. “The majority were beaten to death. Seven were
killed by security forces,” he told journalists late Monday.
Violence that raged from Sept. 12-17 and included attacks
on minorities in Ethiopia’s ethnic Oromo heartland outside
Addis Ababa, was a blow to new reformist Prime Minister
Abiy Ahmed’s efforts at reconciliation.
The unrest escalated on the day of a rally marking

keeps track of Saudi military personnel killed
since 2009, identified the trio as Lieutenant
Nader bin Hamad bin Dhafer al-Ayadhah alAjami as well as Conscripts Yousef bin Sa’ad
bin A’edh al-Fahad al-Wa’la and Hussein
bin Maraei Alwan Mubaraki.
The group, in a post published on its
Twitter page, said the three Saudi regime
soldiers were killed during an operation in
the al-Hazm district of the Yemeni province.

Scores of Saudi regime mercenaries killed in Yemeni bomb
attack

Later on Monday, scores of Saudi regome
-sponsored militiamen loyal to Yemen’s former president Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi
were killed and injured, when Yemeni army
soldiers and fighters from Popular Commit-

Moreover, Yemeni army forces and their
allies fired a domestically-designed and -developed Zelzal-1 (Earthquake-1) ballistic
missile coupled with a salvo of Katyusha
rockets and mortar shells at the positions of
the Saudi regime mercenaries at the al-Alab
border crossing of the kingdom’s southern
region of Asir, leaving a number of them
killed and injured.
The House of Saud regime and a number
of its regional allies launched a devastating
military campaign against Yemen in March
2015, with the aim of bringing the government of Hadi back to power and crushing
the country’s popular Ansarullah (Houthi)
movement.
Some 15,000 Yemenis have been killed
and thousands more injured since the onset
of the Saudi-led aggression.
More than 2,200 others have died of
cholera, and the crisis has triggered what
the United Nations has described as the
world’s worst humanitarian disaster.
Yemen has been in turmoil since 2014
when former president Abd Rabbuh Mansur
Hadi stepped down and then fled to Riyadh.
The bloody war, the UN says, has led to
the world’s worst humanitarian crisis in the
poorest Arab state.
(Source: Press TV)

the return to Ethiopia of leaders of the exiled Oromo
Liberation Front (OLF), which had waged a four-decade
insurgency for self-determination for Ethiopia’s largest
ethnic group.
In the town of Burayu north of the capital, residents said
shops were looted and people attacked by Oromo youths who
stormed through streets targeting businesses and homes of
ethnic minorities. Reuters could not confirm the accounts
of who was responsible and the OLF did not comment.
“1,204 are in custody, but they are now being rehabilitated
for a short period of time,” the police commission’s Degfie
Bedi said. The arrested included people suspected of holding “illegal rallies,” burglaries and other crimes, he added.

Ethiopia’s Oromo, who make up about a third of the
population, have long complained of being marginalized
during decades of authoritarian rule by governments led
by politicians from other smaller ethnic groups.
In recent years the Oromo have been angered by what
they see as encroachment on their land.
Abiy, himself the first Oromo leader in the ethnically
diverse country’s modern history, has pursued a reconciliation strategy since taking power in April.
He has released hundreds of people detained over past
political unrest and ended a two-decade military standoff
with neighboring Eritrea.
(Source: Reuters)

Sweden’s Prime Minister Stefan Lofven loses no-confidence vote
The speaker of parliament, Andreas Norlen, is now charged with beginning talks with
party leaders to find a new candidate for prime
minister. Lofven - the leader of the Social Democratic Party who has been prime minister for
four years - said after the vote that he would
“stay on as leader of a caretaker government”,
and underlined that he was still prepared to
form a new government.
“I will work for a solution, Sweden needs
a government,” he said.
Norlen is widely expected to task Ulf Kristersson, the head of the opposition Alliance

coalition, with the job, but the Alliance does
not hold a majority in parliament and has
so far ruled out any collaboration with the
Sweden Democrats.
Sweden Democrat leader Jimmie Akesson repeated on Tuesday his party wanted
a say in policy as the price of supporting a
new government.
“We will do everything in our power to
stop any attempt to form a government, do
everything to bring down every government,
which does not give us a reasonable influence in proportion to our electoral support,”

Akesson said.
The speaker has four chances to propose a
candidate for prime minister in parliament,
but there is no fixed deadline. If none of the
proposals are approved, fresh elections must
be held within three months.
With a new vote unlikely to change the
situation much, some kind of compromise
is likely to be thrashed out.
A number of party combinations have
been suggested, but all would have a heavy
political cost and a deal is could take weeks.
(Source: agencies)

Kavanaugh’s third sexual assault accuser to speak up
The United States President Donald Trump’s nominee for
the Supreme Court, Brett Kavanaugh, has come under more
pressure to withdraw as a third woman is going to accuse
him of sexual assault.
Michael Avenatti, who represents adult film actress
Stormey Daniels in a controversial affair case against Trump,
announced on Monday that he was going to reveal the new
accuser as his client in 48 hours.
“We’re going to make a public disclosure within the next
48 hours of detailed allegations, as well as the identity of at
least one of my clients relating to what she witnessed and
experienced concerning Brett Kavanaugh and Mark Judge,
and ultimately we’re going to let the American public decide
who’s telling the truth,” Avenatti told CNN.
Kavanaugh and Judge, his close friend, stand accused of
sexually assaulting Christine Blasey Ford during a violent
encounter at a drunken party back in the 1980s.
Kavanaugh is also facing similar accusations from Deborah
Ramirez, who charges the top judge once exposed himself
to her at a drunken dormitory party and forced her to touch
his genitals in the 1983-84 academic school year, when he
was a freshman at Yale University.

He has firmly denied claims by both Ford and Ramirez,
expressing his readiness to testify before the Senate Judiciary
Committee to save his reputation. Ramirez came forward
when a number of witnesses cited by Ford refuted her claims.
Avenatti told reporters that the third woman had multiple
security clearances and was going to “literally risk her life”
by coming forward.
He also said that his new client was “100 percent credible,’’ saying she had multiple witnesses to support her story.
Avenatti even said the unnamed accuser would be willing
to take a polygraph if Kavanaugh agrees to do so as well.
Kavanaugh and Ford are scheduled to testify in front
of the Senate panel on Thursday.
In interview with Fox News, Kavanaugh vehemently
denied Avenatti’s allegations and said he had no plans to
withdraw his nomination.
“The truth is I’ve never sexually assaulted anyone, in
high school or otherwise. I am not questioning and have
not questioned that perhaps Dr. Ford at some point in
her life was sexually assaulted by someone at some place,
but what I know is I’ve never sexually assaulted anyone,”
Kavanaugh said.

“I’m not going to let false accusations drive us out of this
process and we’re looking for a fair process where I can be
heard and defend my integrity, my lifelong record,” he added.
Trump and the rest of Republican Party have rejected
the allegations, accusing Democrats of organizing a smear
campaign against Kavanaugh.
(Source: Press TV)

Turkey is against dominance of U.S. dollar: ambassador
Reza Tekin says ‘we are expanding our horizons’ to develop ties with the East
It is just a sign of necessity and it
is also a sign that in today’s world you have
to develop relations with all countries in
view of your interests, the mutual interests
of the countries.
So, if we need something be it in commercial field, in military field and any other
field, if we see that we have to develop some
sort of relationship, cooperation with any
country, we have to do it. For instance, we
are in the Astana process trying to find a
solution to the Syrian crisis together with
Russia and Iran, but this does not mean
that we left the Western group.
We are trying to use every possibility to
1

Syrian government forces
will liberate Idlib from
terrorists: Deputy FM
A high-ranking Syrian official says government forces will eventually defeat foreign-sponsored Takfiri militants operating in
the country’s northwestern province of Idlib, and will retake the
territory either through military operations or peaceful means.

Yemeni ballistic missile targets
Saudi-backed militiamen in Asir

More than 1,200 detained over deadly Ethiopia violence: police

Sweden’s center-right opposition and the
far-right have ousted Prime Minister Stefan
Lofven in a vote of no-confidence, after September’s election delivered a hung parliament.
The anti-immigration Sweden Democrats,
with 62 seats and shunned by all parties
since entering parliament in 2010, backed
the Alliance in Tuesday’s vote - an obligatory
test of the prime minister’s parliamentary
support after an election.
A total of 204 of 349 members of parliament voted against Lofven, while 142 voted
in favor of him.

13

reach peace and prosperity in our region.
So, that is the main starting point of our
relationship. We are expanding our horizons.
It was narrower in the past. It also should
not be seen as a shifting away.
When Turkey have, let’s say, more developed relations with Russia or with Iran,
it does not mean that we have to cut back
our relations with the West. We should look
in that way.

Mr. Ambassador, don’t you
think that major countries like
Turkey, Iran, Russia and China
should take step to end the dominance of U.S. dollar in internation-

al trade?

A: Specifically, if we talk about dominance,
yes we agree. We are now trying to trade
with every country with our own currencies.
With Iran, for instance, we have started this
process since last year. With Russia we are
trying to do that. Our foreign minister was
in Venezuela just before going to New York.
We discussed that we should shift our trade
into our own currencies.
So, yes, after Trump’s presidency, there
have been changes in the world, because he
has adopted sanctions and punishing decisions on even its closest allies like Mexico
and the EU. Remember the NATO summit

a few months ago; Trump was very harsh on
its European allies saying that if you don’t
give money we will stop defending you.
Even in Europe there is a sense that we
should find a new way and not trust too much
on the U.S. in terms of security or economy.
If you look from a positive angle to the
situation we are facing since Trump came
to power, the positive results could be a
reality check for the world. We should,
maybe consider, that we should decrease
our dependence on the U.S.
Maybe we should see it as an opportunity
rather than a threat. Maybe it is too optimistic
but we have to be.

Speaking in an exclusive interview with the pro-government and
Arabic-language al-Watan newspaper, Deputy Foreign Minister
Faisal Mekdad described the Turkish-Russian Idlib deal as part
of a wider diplomatic track, which led to the creation of demilitarized de-escalation areas that later returned to the state rule.
“As we were victorious in every part of Syria we will be victorious in Idlib and the message is very clear to everyone who is
concerned by this matter: We are coming to Idlib through war
or peaceful means,” Mekdad said.
He further noted that all Syrian territory would return to the
state control, echoing President Bashar Assad’s vow to recover
“every inch” of the conflict-plagued Arab country.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and his Russian
counterpart Vladimir Putin met in Russia’s coastal city of Sochi
on September 17, and agreed to divide Idlib into a demilitarized
zone between militant-held and government-controlled areas.
Under the agreement, Turkish and Russian armed forces
will conduct patrols in the demilitarized zone in Idlib. Militants
deemed “radical” are to withdraw from the zone by the middle of
next month. Heavy weapons are to be removed by October 10.
Idlib serves as the last militant stronghold in Syria, following the defeat of Takfiri terrorists across most of the country in
military campaigns.
It is estimated that between 10,000 and 15,000 members
of different factions of armed groups, which Syria, Russia and
Turkey consider terrorists, are active in the volatile province,
which is home to around three million inhabitants.
Some 60 percent of the province is said to be controlled by
members of the so-called Hayat Tahrir al-Sham Takfiri terrorist group, which is a coalition of different factions of terror outfits,
largely composed of Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, formerly known as
al-Nusra Front.
Moscow believes that a 15-20 kilometer buffer zone would help
stop attacks from Idlib-based militants on Syrian army positions
and Russia’s military bases in the flashpoint region.
Hayat Tahrir al-Sham has yet to state its position on Idlib
deal. Smaller militant factions have rejected it.
Syria has been gripped by foreign-backed militancy since
March 2011. The Syrian government says the Israeli regime and
its Western and regional allies are aiding Takfiri terrorist groups
wreaking havoc in the country.
(Source: Press TV)

German bishops apologize for
thousands of sex abuse cases
A top German bishop has apologized for thousands of sexual abuse
cases that took place inside the Catholic Church in Germany, according to a devastating report released Tuesday that concludes at
least 3,677 people were abused by clergy between 1946 and 2014.
“Sexual abuse is a crime,” Cardinal Reinhard Marx, who is
also the head of the German Bishops Conference, told reporters.
“I’m ashamed for so many [of us] looking away, not wanting to
recognize what happened and not helping the victims. That goes
for me as well.”
The apology came on the same day that Pope Francis acknowledged that the sex abuse scandal rocking the Catholic Church
was driving people away. He said the church must change its
ways if it wants to keep future generations.
The report on sex abuse inside the German Catholic Church
found that more than half of the victims were 13 or younger and
most were boys. Every sixth case involved rape and at least 1,670
clergy were involved. Some 969 abuse victims were altar boys.
On average, the abuses happened multiple times over a period
of at least 15 months.
The German Bishops Conference released its report Tuesday,
but it was already leaked earlier this month and was heavily
criticized for the lack of transparency and the church’s refusal
to let the researchers access the original documents.
Instead of looking at the original church files, they sent questionnaires to the dioceses, which then provided the information.
The report was commissioned by the German Bishops Conference and researched by experts from the Universities of Giessen,
Heidelberg and Mannheim.
The researchers wrote that there was evidence that some files
were manipulated or destroyed, and many cases were not brought
to justice. Sometimes abuse suspects – primarily priests – were
simply moved to other dioceses without the congregations being
informed about their past.
“The figures are only the tip of the iceberg,” said Harald Dressing, a psychiatrist from Mannheim University who presented the
report together with Marx and others in the central German city
of Fulda during a convention of the German Bishops Conference.
“Generally, the risk of sexual abuse of children inside the
Catholic Church continues to exist,” Dressing warned. He said
celibacy, the clergy’s power and homosexuality inside the church
were all issues that promote abuse.
German Justice Minister Katarina Barley said “the dioceses
and religious orders must finally take on responsibility for decades of suppression and denial ... the church must press criminal
charges in every case.”
The Catholic Church has been struggling with sex abuse by
its clergy for a long time.
In 2010, the German church was roiled by a sex abuse scandal
triggered by the head of a Jesuit school in Berlin who went public about decades-long sexual abuse of high school students by
clergy. Following that, a whole wave of victims who were sexually
abused by clergy spoke out across Germany.
(Source: AP)
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Former Sabres, Canadiens
captain Gionta retires

Veteran winger Brian Gionta hung up his skates Monday after
16 seasons and more than 1,000 games in the NHL. Gionta,
39, announced his retirement at Buffalo’s KeyBank Center. The
Rochester, N.Y., native said he is moving into an unspecified role
on the development staff of the Sabres and the AHL’s Rochester
Americans.
Gionta won the 2003 Stanley Cup with the New Jersey Devils
and later served as a captain of both the Montreal Canadiens and
Buffalo Sabres. He finished his playing career with the Boston
Bruins.
“I went into it hoping I could play one NHL game,” he said
Monday. “I would have never thought it lasted as long as it did.”
Just 5-foot-7, Gionta played 1,026 NHL games and registered 291 goals and 304 assists. A seven-time 20-goal scorer,
he recorded career highs in goals (48) and points (89) with New
Jersey in 2005-06.
Gionta played seven seasons with the Devils (2001-09), five
with the Canadiens (2009-14) and three with the Sabres (201417), and he appeared in 20 games with the Bruins.
His teams reached the playoffs 12 times, and he helped the
Devils defeat the Ducks in seven games in the 2003 Stanley Cup
Finals. He advanced to the conference finals with Montreal in
2010 and 2014.
(Source: Reuters)

Former top-ranked sumo
wrestler resigns following
scandal
TOKYO (Reuters) — Former sumo wrestler Takanohana, who
held the top rank of ‘yokozuna’, handed his resignation to the
Japan Sumo Association (JSA) on Tuesday, according to local
media, in the latest twist in a scandal that rocked the sport last year.
Takanohana failed to report that a wrestler he coached named
Takanoiwa had been beaten by grand champion Harumafuji, who
was forced to retire last November after taking responsibility for
injuring the junior wrestler.
As Takanoiwa’s stablemaster, Takanohana had a responsibility
to report the incident but failed to do so and was subsequently
dismissed earlier this year as a JSA board director.
Takanohana failed to regain his spot on the board in an election in February before being demoted to the lowest rank in the
JSA’s hierarchy in March.
The 46-year-old won 22 tournaments in sumo’s top division
when he was an active wrestler around the turn of the century
and was the 65th man to achieve the rank of yokozuna.
The resignation of one of the great sumo wrestlers completes
his fall from grace and is another blow to a sport that has had
been hit by a good deal of bad publicity over the last year.
In April, the JSA was forced to apologize when female medics
were asked to leave a sumo ring where they were treating a local
official who had collapsed.
Tradition forbids women from entering the ring on the grounds
that it is sacred and their presence, considered “unclean”, would
pollute it.
Earlier this year, Egyptian wrestler Osunaarashi was asked to
retire after being involved in a car accident while driving without
a license
The news comes two days after another yokozuna, Hakuho, won
the traditional autumn Grand Sumo Tournament with a perfect
15-0 record to secure a record-extending 41st championship.

Jimmy Garoppolo has torn
ACL, out for rest of season
The San Francisco 49ers and Jimmy Garoppolo’s worst fears
were confirmed Monday when an MRI revealed the quarterback
suffered a torn ACL in his left knee late in Sunday’s game against
the Kansas City Chiefs.
Niners coach Kyle Shanahan said after the game the team
feared Garoppolo had suffered such an injury but further testing
was needed to be sure. That certainty came Monday afternoon,
as the team announced the official diagnosis.
With that, Garoppolo’s first season as an NFL starter comes
to an end after just three games, and he and the Niners can do
nothing but look to the future.
“I know I’m extremely excited about Jimmy being here next
year,” Shanahan said. “Jimmy is a very talented quarterback.
He has played at a high level in the games that he has played.
“It’s very unfortunate, I’m not going to sugarcoat it. It was
hard waking up today. We were down, disappointed about it
because we were looking forward to playing with Jimmy this
year and going through the good and the bad that would happen
knowing that he would benefit from all of it. Now we don’t get
to do that. I know Jimmy is really down about it and so are we,
but it’s still going to be all right.”
The 49ers will place Garoppolo on season-ending injured
reserve in the next few days as they juggle a roster that’s dealing
with multiple injuries. As is customary with ACL injuries, Garoppolo is expected to wait until the swelling around his knee goes
down before he undergoes surgery. That operation is expected to
happen in the next week or two. Shanahan said initial indications
are that Garoppolo suffered no further ligament damage in the
knee, though he acknowledged there’s a possibility that more
could be discovered during surgery.
Typical recovery from an ACL injury takes about nine months,
though Shanahan said the hope is that Garoppolo will be around
for the start of the 2019 offseason program, even if he’s not yet
able to participate fully.
(Source: Sky Sports)
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Luka Modric ends the
Messi-Ronaldo run

It took 10 years of watching from the shadows
and another of phenomenal playmaking to
break world football’s duopoly, but Luka
Modric eventually made history to become
the first Croatian to be crowned FIFA’s Men’s
Player of the Year. After Kaka in 2007, Modric
is the first player who is not named Cristiano
Ronaldo or Lionel Messi, to win a FIFA POTY
award.
Modric had won the UEFA Champions
League with Real Madrid for a third consecutive year and led his national team to the
World Cup final. Modric staved off competition from Ronaldo and Mohammed Salah to
finish atop the podium this year at the Best
FIFA Football Awards function on Monday.
Brazilian superstar Marta was named the
Women’s POTY, while Didier Deschamps and
Salah picked up awards in the best coach and
best goal categories, respectively.
In London’s Royal Festival Hall, which was
brimming with legends of the game, British
actor Idris Elba played host, though most of
his gags were lost on the multilingual crowd.
He was joined in part by Sir Patrick Stewart.
As is the norm in a World Cup year, most
categories had nominees who were noted for
their exploits on the grand stage in Russia.
Deschamps was rewarded for guiding the
French national side to their first World Cup
in 20 years.
Deschamps beat Croatian national team
coach Zlatko Dalic to the award, as well as
former French teammate Zinedine Zidane,
who left Real Madrid this year after a hat trick
of Champions League titles. The award was
presented to Deschamps by his compatriot,
Arsene Wenger.
All three finalists for the goalkeeper
awards—Thibaut Courtois (Belgium), Hugo
Lloris (France) and Kasper Schmeichel (Denmark)—were heroes for their national teams
at the World Cup. And, the tournament’s
golden glove winner, Courtois, got to take
home yet another award.
Marta won her sixth FIFA POTY award.

Regarded as one of the greatest women players
of all time, the Brazilian had won it for five
consecutive years from 2006 to 2010, but had
to wait another eight years to win it again.
For his wonderful solo effort against
Everton, Salah won the FIFA Puskas Award
for goal of the year, early on at the event.
It seemed almost obvious by then that the
Egyptian would not be the recipient of the
bigger prize he was hoping to win.
Yet, it was Salah’s absence from the FIFPro World XI team, despite being a POTY
contender, that seemed most baffling. The
team comprised David De Gea, Dani Alves,

Raphael Varane, Sergio Ramos, Marcelo,
Luka Modric, N’Golo Kante, Eden Hazard,
Lionel Messi, Kylian Mbappe and Cristiano
Ronaldo.
Mbappe (20) became the youngest player
to feature in the World XI team, while Messi
and Ronaldo were the only two players who
were not present to collect their accolades.
Incidentally, all three finalists of last year’s
POTY award gave the event a miss this year.
Neymar’s name was not mentioned even once
throughout.
At the end of the night, Modric was the star
of the show as his work behind the scenes for

both club and country was duly recognized.
The unassuming Croat was effusive in his
praise of his teammates in his acceptance
speech, as a sulking Salah looked on.
The FIFA Best Awards, which was earlier
called the FIFA Player of the Year Awards, had
merged with France Football’s long-running
Ballon D’Or from 2010 to 2015, before being
re-branded. Votes are decided by media representatives, national team coaches, national
team captains and the general public, each
group getting a 25 per cent weightage of the
overall vote.
(Source: The Week

Ronaldo, Messi’s The Best absence
showed ‘a lack of respect’ – Capello

Bundesliga fans announce silent
protest over ticket prices

Fabio Capello says Cristiano Ronaldo and
Lionel Messi’s absence at FIFA’s The Best
awards showed a lack of respect from the
pair.
“It’s a lack of respect,” Capello, who
used to manage Real Madrid, told TVE
in Spain. “You have to be here when you
win and when you lose.”
FIFA says the pair “discredited football”
by not showing up.
“They don’t realize, the one affected is
the sport and then them.”
Ronaldo’s former teammate, Sergio
Ramos, said it would have been nice if
the pair attended.
“Cristiano is a good player, teammate
and friend,” he said.
“It would have been nice if both he and
Leo came.”
Luka Modric picked up the award for

Fans of several Bundesliga clubs have announced a silent protest for the upcoming midweek matchday in a stand against
ticket prices, kick off times and treatment
of supporters.
Werder Bremen and Hertha Berlin will
kickoff this week’s action on Tuesday at
the earlier time of 6:30 p.m. CET.
“Large parts of the society are more or less
excluded from professional football through
sometimes absurd price hikes, adjustments to
kick off times for foreign markets and a reduction of standing areas,” a spokesperson representing the interests of various Bundesliga
club ultras told ESPN FC. Bundesliga fans are
set to remain silent for the first 20 minutes
of most of the nine midweek league games,
weeks after a coalition of German fans ended
a dialogue with the German FA (DFB) and
German League (DFL). At that time, the fans,

The Best men’s player in the world after
helping Real Madrid to their third Champions League title in a row and also guiding
Croatia to the World Cup final in Russia
before eventually falling to France in the
decider.
Ronaldo had won the award for the
last two years with Messi and him dominating the voting over the course of the
last 11 years. The last player to win it
outside of the pair was when Kaka was
selected in 2007.
Messi was also nominated for the Puskas
Award for the best goal. Mohamed Salah’s
curling effort against Everton won that
award.
The pair made it onto the FIFPro Team
of the Year but neither were there to pick
up their trophies for the honor.
(Source: ESPN)

frustrated in particular by the introduction of
Monday night games in the Bundesliga and
the third tier, said in a statement that they got
the impression the discussions were only held
“to avoid actions by all means with a media-effective offer for talks.”
The DFB replied that they regretted the
coalition’s decision to end all talks, and announced that they will resume discussions.
However, in a statement released earlier
this month, the coalition said that things
have not changed and announced plans
to stage the protest this week.
“While we had some success for the
first time in 20 years of fan politics, the
experience from the past year also showed
that there was no improvement in a direct
dialogue,” a spokesperson for the Fanszene
Deutschland told ESPN FC.
(Source: ESPN)

LeBron tempers expectations ahead of first season with Lakers

EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (Reuters) — Los Angeles Lakers forward LeBron James said on Monday his new team
has a long way to go before they can dethrone the reigning
champion Golden State Warriors but added that he will be
excited to get started when training camp kicks off this week.
Donning the iconic gold and purple Lakers jersey, the
33-year-old told reporters that just because he has been
to eight consecutive NBA Finals does not mean his squad
was destined to represent the Western Conference in the
Finals this year.
“We’ve got a long way to go to catch Golden State,” he
said of the Oakland-based Warriors, who have defeated
the James-led Cleveland Cavaliers in three of the last four
NBA Finals, with the Cavs getting some revenge by winning
the 2015-16 title.
“They can pick up right where they left off... we’re picking
up from scratch,” the three-time NBA champion told a news
conference at the Lakers training facility in El Segundo.
“We can only focus on what we can do to get better
every day as a Lakers franchise and hopefully someday
we can put ourselves in a position where we can compete
for a championship as Golden State has done for the last
few years.”
James will join a young core group of players that includes 20-year-old Lonzo Ball and 23-year-olds Kyle Kuzma

and Josh Hart as well as savvy veterans Javale McGee and
Rajon Rondo, who like James signed with the Lakers in
the offseason.
James’ left Cleveland in July after signing a four-year,
$154 million which gives new life to the Lakers, a storied
franchise that dominated for periods of the 1980s and 2000s
but missed the playoffs in the last five seasons.
LEARNING CURVE

James, who is widely considered the best player of his
generation, is expected to take on the role of a player-coach
on the court, but also said he was eager to improve his
own game.
“No matter where I am at in my career, I’m always at a
point where I want to learn and get things from team mates
and coaches,” he said.
“So I’m looking forward to seeing what we can all bring
to the table and how we can all bounce ideas off one another
to better our games.”
James bristled at the suggestion he may be spreading
himself too thin with the many entertainment projects his
SpringHill Entertainment production company is involved
with and his starring role in the long-anticipated Space
Jam movie.
“I’m a basketball player first. I play ball. That’s what I
do, that’s what I live by,” he said.
“When I do it at the level I do it at everything else will
take care of itself. As far as my businesses, those things
were taking care of themselves way before I even came out
here to be part of the Lakers franchise.”
The Lakers kick off their season on Oct. 18 with a visit to
the Portland Trail Blazers before playing their first home
game against the Houston Rockets at the Staples Center
on Oct. 20.
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Iranian President Rouhani
meets IOC President Bach

S P O R T S TEHRAN — President of the Islamic
d
e
s
k Republic of Iran met with International Olympic Committee (IOC) President Thomas
Bach on the margins of the UN General Assembly
(UNGA) in New York.
Stressing the necessity of developing and strengthening relations between the National Olympic Committee
of Iran and the International Olympic Committee, the
president said: “Sport contributes to the health of body
and soul and causes vitality and mobility in societies,
and we must work to expand it in all aspects”.
“Fortunately in recent years, Iran’s sport has grown
widely at public and championship levels”, President.
ir reported.
Pointing out that the National Olympic Committee of
Iran has good relations with the International Olympic
Committee, the president said: “Despite the independence
of federations from the government, we always support
sports and athletes in our country”.
The president stressed creating equal opportunities
for men and women in various fields of social activities,
including sports, and said: “Fortunately, in the last five
years, Iranian women have had a strong presence in
various fields and have had an important role in politics
and management positions”.
President of the International Olympic Committee
Thomas Bach also offered condolences over the terrorist attack in Ahwaz and said: “Iran’s sport has made
tremendous progress in recent years and has created
great opportunities for Iranian women to appear in
various sports fields”.
Referring to the positive and constructive steps taken
by the Iranian National Olympic Committee to promote
the level of sport in the country, he called for the development of relations and cooperation of the committee
with the International Olympic Committee.

Revealed: Carlos Queiroz votes
for Luka Modric

(625.0) who have Lithuania (620.2) hot
on their tail, fiba.basketball wrote.
Meanwhile, 10th-place Australia (483.7)
are feeling the pressure from Brazil (482.9).
With all of these small gaps, the top 10
could look a lot different following the fifth
window in late November-early December.
Australia lead the Asian teams with 466.4,
followed by Iran 294.3 and China 267.1.
Saudi Arabia climbed a massive 12 places
to 112th after going undefeated (4-0) to win
the FIBA Asia Cup 2021 Pre-Qualifiers Western Region tournament. That perfect
record included wins over Palestine (91st)
and tournament hosts Bahrain (107th).
The FIBA World Ranking Men is updated following every window of the FIBA
Basketball World Cup 2019 Qualifiers.

Iran national football team head coach
Carlos Queiroz has picked Luka Modric
as world’s best player ahead of his countryman Cristiano Ronaldo.
Modric was crowned The Best FIFA
Men’s Player 2018 last night, in a lavish
award ceremony at London’s Royal
Festival Hall.
The Real Madrid and Croatia midfield maestro pipped Cristiano Ronaldo and Mohamed Salah to top spot,
becoming the first player since Kaka
in 2007 to beat Ronaldo and Lionel
Messi to the award or its predecessors
(the FIFA Ballon d’Or and FIFA World
Player of the Year).
The award is decided by votes from
national team captains, coaches, media

representatives and the general public
- with each group counting for 25% of
the overall vote.
FIFA make the voting system
transparent, so we have singled out
the biggest name captains and managers to reveal who they voted for in
their top three.
Five points go to their No. 1 choice,
with three to second and one for third
place.
Queiroz has picked Modric as No. 1,
followed by Frenchman Kylian Mbappe
and Eden Hazard from Belgium.
Iran captain Masoud Shojaei has
also voted for Mohamed Salah, Modric
and Mbappe.
(Source: The week)

Isco set for spell on sidelines after appendicitis surgery
Real Madrid midfielder Isco has been
ruled out of the Madrid derby after being diagnosed with appendicitis, the club
have announced.
The reigning Champions League winners
did not put a timescale on the 26-year-old’s
recovery, but he will definitely miss Saturday’s clash with arch rivals Atletico Madrid
following surgery on Tuesday afternoon.
A statement on Real’s official website
read: “After tests were performed on Isco, he
was diagnosed with acute appendicitis. The

player will have surgery in the next hours.”
Isco is expected to be out for around
four weeks and is also a doubt for next
month’s El Clasico with Barcelona at the
Nou Camp.
Isco has been a mainstay in Los Blancos’
team since Julen Lopetegui replaced Zinedine Zidane as head coach in the summer,
featuring in each of the seven matches in
all competitions and has scored two goals
in the process.
Lopetegui, speaking at a press conference

ahead of Wednesday’s LaLiga clash at Sevilla,
said: “He had pain this morning and has to
have an operation. Hopefully everything goes
well and he recovers as soon as possible.
“We wish him a speedy recovery and
we’ll think about the solutions and those
who can play because we have the utmost
confidence in them.
“He’s about to undergo surgery and
we hope he returns as soon as possible
to full fitness.”
(Source: Independent)

Klopp says Chelsea are being overlooked as title contenders

Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp believes Chelsea are being
overlooked as serious contenders for the Premier League title.
Klopp’s side will face Chelsea twice in four days this
week, hosting them in the Carabao Cup on Wednesday
night, live on Sky Sports, before travelling to Stamford Bridge to face them in the Premier League on
Saturday evening.
Liverpool have made a perfect start to the season, winning
six from six, but Chelsea sit just two points behind them,
in joint second alongside Manchester City.
It is Klopp’s Liverpool side that most view as the most
likely contenders to topple champions City, but the German is surprised that Chelsea have not featured more in
the discussion.
Klopp said. “I know that people always are talking about
- I don’t know exactly why - Man City being clear or us being
champion at the end of the season or whatever but they
completely forgot Chelsea.
“This team is experienced. They have won the title already,
80 per cent probably twice and they know how it works.
“That is a really good group, a really strong football team.”
Chelsea’s strong start to the season is made more
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Petrochimi to represent Iran
at FIBA Asia Champions Cup
TASNIM — Petrochimi Bandar Imam will travel to Nonthaburi,
Thailand to participate at the 2018 FIBA Asia Champions Cup.
The Iranian team have been drawn in Pool A along with Pauian
Archiland from Chinese Taipei, China’s Liaoning Flying Leopards
and South Korean Seoul SK Knights.
Petrochimi will open the campaign with a match with Seoul
SK Knights on Thursday.
Pool B consists of Lebanese Sporting Al Riyadi Beirut, Alvark
Tokyo from Japan, Meralco Bolts of the Philippines and Thailand’s
Mono Vampire. The 2018 FIBA Asia Champions Cup will be the
27th staging of the FIBA Asia Champions Cup, the international
basketball club tournament of FIBA Asia.
The tournament, which was originally scheduled to be hosted
by China, will take place in Nonthaburi, Thailand from 27 September to 2 October 2018.

Man Utd may sell forward if he
does not improve - Ian Wright

Iran drop one place in
FIBA ranking

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran nad
e
s
k tional basketball team
have moved one place down to 25th at the
FIBA World Ranking Men released on Monday.
The ranking was updated following the
fourth window of the FIBA Basketball World
Cup 2019 Qualifiers and several teams near
the top will consider themselves lucky not
to have fallen down the order.
The U.S. (767.1 points) and Spain
(704.1) remain first and second, while
France (647.2) held on to third place as
their closest rivals, Serbia (644.2), matched
them by splitting their games (1 win and
1 loss) to start the Second Round of the
European Qualifiers.
There is an intriguing battle for fifth
place between the current holders Argentina

S

impressive by the fact Maurizio Sarri did not take over
as manager until July 14, following Antonio Conte’s
protracted departure.

That gave him limited time to implement his philosophy - which Klopp is a big fan of - with key players
such as Willian, Olivier Giroud, N’Golo Kante and Eden
Hazard among the late arrivals back to training following
the World Cup.
But Chelsea have so far shown no ill effects from their
shortened pre-season and Klopp has been impressed with
the Blues’ displays.
“It is the biggest change of system I ever saw in such a
short period of time,” Klopp admitted. “Wow. Style completely [changed]. What a manager he is.
“I am a supporter of him since I saw them playing
at Naples. That was outstanding football and now he is
doing it with a very interrupted pre-season, without a
lot of players involved.
“Okay, Chelsea were maybe a bit fortunate with their
players but Eden [Hazard] was not involved or [Olivier]
Giroud so a few players were out.
“Starting the season, you see immediately the impact.
[He has] all my respect. It is really good to watch.
“Good job so far, I have to say.”
(Source: Sky Sports)

Forward Alexis Sanchez might be sold by Manchester United
at the end of the season if his form does not improve, former
Arsenal striker Ian Wright has told BBC Radio 5 live.
Sanchez, reportedly earning £391,000 a week, has yet to show
the form he produced at Arsenal before leaving for United in
January. “If I was a businessman, I’d see how it goes for the rest
of the season then look to offload,” Wright said.
The 29-year-old Chile international impressed on his debut
for United, in the FA Cup against Yeovil last January, but has
since delivered mixed performances, scoring only three goals
in 23 appearances.
Wright told 5 live’s Monday Night Club: “For me, right now,
if United had paid money for him they’d be thinking: ‘How are
we going to get that back?’
“Sanchez will have to take a hit on his weekly wage [if he
joins another club]. Nobody will pay a fee for him, because of
the way he’s playing.”
The former Barcelona forward has played in five games for
United this season, but was dropped for last week’s 3-0 Champions
League win over Swiss side Young Boys, in which his replacement
Anthony Martial scored.
Sanchez replaced the French forward for Saturday’s 1-1 Premier League draw at home to Wolves, but was substituted in
the 63rd minute.
“He does not warrant a place in the team when you have
Martial and Marcus Rashford waiting to play,” Wright, Arsenal’s
second-highest goalscorer, added.
“You look at him at United: he’s not shackled, he’s got freedom.
His form will have to kick in to justify a place.”
Former Blackburn and Chelsea striker Chris Sutton said
Sanchez was “lost and bereft of confidence”.
“He’s trying, but it’s just not happening,” added Sutton. “It
looks like he’s carrying the weight of the world on his shoulders.
“At Arsenal, he played with such a freedom and a smile. I don’t
see it at the moment. I hope he turns it around.”
(Source: BBC)

Astana awarded 2019 World
Wrestling Championships
United World Wrestling (UWW) have announced Astana as the
host of its 2019 Senior World Championships.
UWW’s flagship event brings together freestyle wrestling,
women’s wrestling and Greco-Roman wrestling.
It will take place September 14-22 at the Daulet Arena in
Kazakhstan’s capital.
Astana has recent experience in hosting UWW events, having held the 2014 Senior Asian Wrestling Championships, the
2016 Asian Olympic Qualifier and the 2018 Grappling World
Championships. The 2019 World Championships will be the
first qualification event for the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo,
with the top six in each Olympic weight category booking their
place at the competition.
The remaining spots will be decided at continental competitions and a “Last Chance Qualifier”.
“We were very pleased with the presentation put on by the
Organising Committee from the city of Astana,” said United World
Wrestling president Nenad Lalovic.
“With our success at the championships last year in Paris,
and the upcoming championships in Budapest, I have every
confidence that Astana will deliver an excellent event for our
athletes, coaches, and fans.”
The 2019 event will be the first Senior World Championships
to be held in Kazakhstan.
This year’s edition is due to take place in Hungary’s capital
Budapest from October 20 to 28, while 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games host city Paris staged the Championships in 2017.
(Source: Insidethegames.biz)

Giuseppe Rossi faces one-year
ban after testing positive
Former Manchester United, Newcastle and Villarreal forward Giuseppe Rossi faces a one-year ban after testing positive for a banned
substance.Rossi, 31, tested positive for a substance which, in certain cases -- and only with official consent -- may still be taken, in
a random doping test following Genoa’s 1-0 defeat to Benevento
on May 12. Rossi did not have any special dispensation for its use.
A hearing on Oct. 1 will determine whether the former Italy
international will be sanctioned, with the state prosecutor calling
for a one-year ban after receiving evidence from Italy’s National
Anti-Doping Organisation. Italy’s National Olympic Committee
confirmed to ESPN FC on Tuesday that Rossi had failed a doping test.
The forward, whose career has been blighted by injuries, is
a free agent after being released by Genoa in the summer. He
made only nine appearances for the Rossoblu, scoring one goal.
He previously tried to resurrect his career following a serious
knee injury with a loan spell at Levante, for whom he scored six
goals in 17 appearances in the second half of the 2015-16 season.
Prior to that, he spent three seasons at Fiorentina and was
under consideration by then Italy coach Cesare Prandelli for his
2014 World Cup squad, but he did not make the final selection
due to concerns over his fitness.
(Source: ESPN)
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Biography of martyr
Mohsen Hojaji published
C U L T U R E TEHRAN – A biography of Mohsen Hojaji,
d
e
s
k an Iranian soldier who was brutally martyred
by Daesh forces in Syria last year, was released on Tuesday.

Front cover of “The Proud”, Mohammad-Ali Jafari’s biography
of martyr Mohsen Hojaji.
His friends and family also give an account of the 26-year-old
soldier in the book titled “The Proud”, Shahid Kazemi Publications, the publisher of the book announced.
The book has been authored by Mohammad-Ali Jafari.
Hojaji, whose name has become synonymous with bravery
and struggle against savage terrorism, was captured by Daesh
forces near Al-Tanf in southeast Syria on August 7, 2017, and
was beheaded two days later.

Sacred Defense has
promoted national unity:
Culture Minister

The grand nights are the 19th, 21st and 23rd nights
1
of the holy month of Ramadan, during one of which the entire
Quran had been sent down to the Prophet Muhammad (S).
“These eight years of defense
changed the historical memory of the Iranian nation, and
despite the world coalition to
defeat Iran, Iran never surrendered, but instead defended itself and gained victory.”
The minister said that Iran
enjoys a variety of ethnicities
and religions, which have long
lived peacefully together, and
the Sacred Defense reinforces
their unity.
“Iranians of all ethnic groups
have stood against the enemy
and fought and have their shares
in the war.
“People from different reliMinister of Culture and Islamic
Guidance Abbas Salehi speaks gions sacrificed themselves for
during a ceremony held in Teh- the country and had an active
ran on September 25, 2018 to role in the victory,” he concluded.
The ceremony went on with
commemorate the anniversary
of the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq war honoring several artists and culknown as the Sacred Defense. tural figures, who have created
works on the Sacred Defense
(Mehr/Majid Haqdust)
over the past 30 years.
Filmmakers Nasrollah Qaderi and Ensieh Shah-Hosseini,
actors Siavash Tahmures and Ali Soleimani, calligrapher Davud
Niknam and writer Rahim Makhdumi were among the honorees.

Sirius XM to buy Pandora in
$3.5 billion streaming push
NEW YORK (Reuters) — Satellite radio company Sirius XM
Holdings Inc will buy online music service Pandora Media Inc
in a $3.5 billion all-stock deal that will help it battle growing
competition from streaming rivals Spotify and Apple Music.
Sirius XM, controlled by media mogul John Malone’s Liberty
Media Corp, has built a name supplying more than 175 channels
to car drivers, but has largely trailed Pandora, Spotify Technology
SA and Apple in mobile and streaming content.
“We view the read through to Spotify as slightly negative as
it could face a stronger competitor in the U.S. while at the same
time one of the only large swaths of ad-supported listeners in
the fast-maturing U.S. goes off the market,” SunTrust analyst
Matthew Thornton said.
Sirius shares, however, fell 4.2 percent to $6.69 as investors
worried the company had overpaid.
Shares in Pandora, which has posted losses for at least the
past eight quarters, rose 6.5 percent to $9.68 in early trading,
slightly below an offer value of $10.05 based on Sirius’ Friday
closing price.
The deal, worth $2.68 billion at the offer price, is expected to
generate more than $7 billion in expected pro-forma revenue in
2018. Analysts said the two businesses were largely complementary.
“SIRI cannot offer on-demand radio, and cannot offer customization, and Pandora offers both,” said Michael Pachter, an
analyst with Wedbush Securities in Los Angeles.

Evening: 18:14

Dawn: 4:32 (tomorrow)

Sunrise: 5:56 (tomorrow)
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Iranian Artists Forum to host
Australian film festival

A
R
T TEHRAN
– The
d
e
s
k Iranian Artists Forum
in Tehran will be hosting a festival of
films from Australia during October.
A lineup of six movies produced over
past few years will be reviewed during
the five-day program that will begin on
October 5, the organizers announced
on Monday.
The lineup includes Warwick
Thornton’s drama “Sweet Country”,
Gregory Erdstein’s comic movie “That’s
Not Me”, Cecil B. DeMille’s action drama
“Samson and Delilah” and Jeremy Sims’
romance “Last Cab to Darwin”.
“The Song Keepers”, a documentary
by Naina Sen, will also be screened in the
program. The documentary covers the
Central Australian Aboriginal Women’s
Choir’s tour of Germany to perform
German hymns in their traditional
language.
The program also screens Australiabased Iranian filmmaker Farshid
Akhlaqi’s documentary “From Music
into Silence” about Australian musician
Peter Roberts who changed his life to
offer peace and calmness to people.
The program has been organized with
support from the Embassy of Australia to
celebrate 50 years of diplomatic relations

A poster for Australia-based Iranian filmmaker Farshid Akhlaqi’s documentary “From Music into Silence”.
between the country and Iran.
An exhibition of photos

and

documents about the diplomatic
relations between the two countries is

also scheduled to be organized at the
Iranian Artists Forum.

Actress Taraneh Alidoosti to hold
masterclass at Tokyo filmfset

Danish daily to display works by
Iranian painters

A
R
T TEHRAN – Taraneh
d
e
s
k Alidoosti, the star of Asghar Farhadi’s Oscar-winning movie “The
Salesman”, will hold a masterclass during the
31st Tokyo International Film Festival (TIFF).
A number of celebrated filmmakers of the
world such as “Star Wars” producer Bryan Burk
and Japanese actress Kaho Minami will also
hold masterclasses at the event that will take
place in the Japanese capital from October
25 to November 3, the Hollywood Reporter
has announced.
Iranian filmmaker Soheil Beiraqi’s debut
film “Cold Sweat” is scheduled to screen in the
Asian Future section of the festival this year.
The film tells the story of Iran’s national
women’s futsal team that makes the Asian
Games final in Malaysia. But at the airport
on departure day, the team captain finds her
husband hasn’t signed the document to permit
her to exit from the country.
The festival features 10 world premieres
in its two main competition sections.
Filipino auteur Brilliante Mendoza will
head the jury joined by Stanley Kwan from
Hong Kong and Bryan Burk.
Alidoosti visited Tokyo in June 2017 and
attended a retrospective of her films that was
organized by the NHK.

A
R
T TEHRAN
–
d
e
s
k Ugebladet newspaper
in the Danish town of Mon will be playing
host to an exhibition of paintings by
Iranian artists Sara Ashrafi and Majid
Hosseini.
“Forty works, half of which is mine,
will be put on display at the exhibit that
will open on September 28,” Ashrafi told
the Persian service of Honaronline on
Tuesday.
Earlier in July, the Naestved Library
and Citizens’ Service in the Danish town
of Naestved showcased a collection of
Ashrafi’s works in an exhibition.
“The officials of Ugebladet were
impressed by the exhibition and asked
us to organize a similar showcase at the
office,” Ashrafi said.
The subjects in the Ashrafi’s works
created for the exhibit have been
covered with knitting and she called
her collection “My Scarf Is Made of the
Autumn Metempsychosis”.
“For me, knitting are similar to
metempsychosis,” Ashrafi said and
added, “In the (1980-1988 Iran-Iraq)
war, I remember that people used to cleave
the old clothes to weave new ones from

Actress Taraneh Alidoosti in an undated photo.
“I’m Taraneh, 15”, her debut film directed
by Rasul Sadr-Ameli in 2002, and “Modest
Reception”, the 2012 tragicomedy by Mani Haqiqi were discussed during the retrospective.
In addition, “About Elly” and “The Salesman”, both directed by Asghar Farhadi, were
also screened. She also appeared on talk shows,
describing her views on different issues concerning cinema.

A painting from Sara Ashrafi’s collection
“My Scarf Is Made of the Autumn
Metempsychosis”.
the knitting yarns of the old clothes.”
“I have compared cleaving the
old clothes and weaving new ones to
metempsychosis in my paintings, and
Majid Hosseini’s works are also close
to this concept.”
The exhibition will run until October 27.

Swedish TV satire on Chinese tourists sparks Beijing protest
STOCKHOLM (Reuters) — China complained to Sweden
on Monday over a satirical news show on Swedish state
television that advised Chinese tourists how to avoid
culture clashes in a way that Beijing said insulted the
Chinese people.
The satire program Svenska Nyheter (Swedish News),
was aired a week after police removed three Chinese
citizens from a Stockholm hotel which, local media
reported, they had refused to leave although they were

not booked to stay there.
The episode sparked uproar on Chinese social media
and an unusually strong response from Beijing.
“The (Svenska Nyheter) anchor’s remarks are full
of discrimination, prejudice and provocation against
China and other ethnic groups, completely deviating from
professional media ethics,” Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesman Geng Shuang said in a statement on Monday.
“We strongly condemn this.”

The Ministry said it and the Chinese Embassy in
Stockholm had already made “solemn representations
and strong protests” to the Swedish side from Beijing
and Stockholm.
In response, SVT entertainment chief Thomas Hall
said: “I think it is so apparent that this is comedy,
assuming that you know Swedish. But at the same time I
understand that if you don’t know Swedish it is possible
to misunderstand.”

Celebrities gather on Milan’s “Green
Carpet” to promote sustainability

Secret to Scrabble beatdown: 300
words added to game’s dictionary

MILAN (Reuters) — Italy’s fashion
elite and celebrities such as film stars
Cate Blanchett, Julianne Moore and Colin
Firth gathered at a “green-carpet” event
on Sunday at Milan’s fashion week to urge
greater environmental sustainability in
the global fashion industry.
The black-tie gathering was the closing
event to the city’s six-day fashion extravaganza, a week after London’s fashion week
declared itself fur-free for the first time.
Fashion brands have begun paying
more attention to their companies’ impact
on the environment and their production methods as customers are becoming
increasingly ecologically aware in their
choices.
A total of 13 awards were handed out
at the second edition of the ‘Green Carpet fashion Awards’, promoted by Italy’s
national fashion association, CNMI, and
sustainability consultancy Eco-Age, founded and directed by Italian film producer
Livia Firth, the wife of Colin Firth.
“Fashion can be very beautiful and
lucrative, but to be here for a real purpose for me is important,” model Elle
Macpherson said.
Winners, who have demonstrated commitment to and investment in change,
included McPherson and the cobblers of
fashion house Salvatore Ferragamo SpA.
Colin Firth told Reuters that the event,
held at Milan’s La Scala opera house,
meant that the message could spread
and “inspire all sorts of other people”.
Moore said she was impressed by the

NEW YORK (Reuters) — Ew. Just
when you’ve mastered enough legitimate
Scrabble words to beat your bestie on
the game board and twerk in victory,
Merriam-Webster has released a sixth
edition of The Official Scrabble Players
Dictionary.
The newest dictionary for Scrabble,
the popular board game in which players
use lettered tiles to spell words, includes
more than 300 new entries, including
“ew,” defined as an expression of disgust;
“bestie,” a best friend, and “twerk,” which
is a dance that involves shaking your buttocks while squatting.
The player’s dictionary, published
by Merriam-Webster, is the gauntlet
thrown down when one player questions
the validity of another’s word play. If the
challenged word is not found in its pages,
the player loses a turn.
The beloved board game is made by
Hasbro Inc, based in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island.
The arsenal in the update released on
Monday also includes “beatdown”, defined as an overwhelming defeat; “bizjet,”
a small airplane used for business; and
“frowny,” which unsurprisingly means
showing a frown.
While some additions skew toward
younger players, others exude the sophistication of an international traveler. Those include arancini, which Italian
food aficionados will recognize as balls of
cooked rice, and qapik, a monetary unit
used in Azerbaijan.

Actor Cate Blanchett after the Giorgio
Armani show during Milan Fashion Week
Spring 2019 in Milan, Italy, September
23, 2018. (Reuters/Alessandro Garofalo)
commitment of everyone in the fashion
industry toward sustainability, with people
“really taking responsibility.”
“No one industry can tackle climate
change and the sustainability issue by
itself,” Blanchett said, adding the fashion
industry, however, was influential enough
to spearhead change.
CNMI President Carlo Capasa said
sustainability was not just about fur but
upgrading rules on the use of chemicals,
recycling, production methods and work
conditions.
The CNMI is drawing up a set of guidelines, some of which are already published
on its website.
A growing number of luxury groups,
including Versace, Gucci and Armani, have
given up fur in their collections. Others
are finding new techniques to make their
supply chains more green, including dying
techniques and recycling.

Letters from a scrabble game are seen
in this illustration picture in Ljubljana,
Slovenia, November 15, 2012. (Reuters/
Srdjan Zivulovic)
“It’s a way to keep Scrabble fun instead
of contentious,” said Emily Brewster, associate editor at Merriam-Webster. “It’s
a great moderator in a game that can get
pretty impassioned.”
Her favorite new addition, she said,
is qapik, because it begins with “Q”, a
high-scoring tile in the game, but doesn’t
require being followed by the usual “U”
to complete the word.
“It’s really exciting for Scrabble players.
It’s a pretty great edition,” Brewster said.
The game that would eventually be
called Scrabble was invented by Alfred
Butts, a jobless architect during the Depression, in his apartment in the Queens
borough of New York City. It started out
slow but gained enduring popularity after it was discovered at a resort in 1952
by a vacationing Macy’s executive, who
arranged to have the game sold in the
world’s largest store.

